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1. INTRODUCTION
Architectural conservation, like the study of medicine, is a diagnostic science.
Intervention is based on diagnosis of the problem, and diagnosis on identification of the
cause and nature of the problem. Identification of the problem is accomplished through a
study of the documented symptoms and their context, and of course, this identification
can only be as complete and ej^ct as the documentation of those symptoms.
Notwithstanding any of the above variables, the success or value of each of these steps is
always contingent upon asking the appropriate questions. Thus the importance of the
conditions survey, as the first step towards diagnosis and treatment, cannot be
undervalued. It is at this base level that a fundamental understanding of the materials and
the system of which they are a part is gained, an understanding that is necessar\ to avoid
treatments or interventions that could cause irreversible damage to the historic fabric
attempting to be conserved. The value of having a thorough record of that historic fabric
for future study, and as a reference to establish the rate of change over time, should also
not be underestimated .
In 1987-88. two studies were undertaken to examine the architectural and historic
significance often historic Fairmount Park houses and to look at the adaptixe use
potential of these ten sites. Based on this survey. Belmont Mansion was identified as
ha\ing substantial historical significance and adaptive use potential (Figure 1 ). Martin
Jay Rosenblum and Associates completed an extensive Historic Structures Report (HSR)
for Belmont in Januar\- 1992. The HSR substantiated the importance of Belmont and the
eighteenth centur> ornamental plaster ceiling in the hall, and made recommendations for
Fairmount Park Historic Houses Study. Prepared for: Stockton. Rush. Bartol Foundation. The William
Penn Foundation. The Pew Charitable Trusts and the Fairmount Park Commission. Prepared by: Council
for Historic Sites and Kieran Timberlake and Harris. October. 1987 repon. and Philadelphia Historic
Presenation Corporation. Urban Partners. Jackson and Kihn. and John Miiner Associates. June. 1988
report.

the restoration of the mansion and adjacent buildings and specifically for the conservation
of the plasterwork (Figure 2). In 1995. staging was erected to secure the plaster ceilings
in the hall and stairtower for the planned restoration work on the building.
The aim of this study of the ornamental plaster ceilings at Belmont Mansion is
threefold: to record the amount, degree and type of failure present in the ceilings, to
identify the possible causes of deterioration and to establish a base record of the
conditions with which future monitoring and documentation can be compared. Due to
time constraints and the complexity of the existing conditions of the plaster ceiling in
room 101. that ceiling has been the primary focus in this study. The amount, degree and
type of failure has been recorded for both ceilings, but the evaluation and diagnosis of the
mechanisms of deterioration has only been pursued for the ceiling in room 101.
Critical to any conservation effort is understanding the significance of the subject
and the technology of its construction. The fact that there are so few eighteenth centur>'
American ornamental plaster ceilings and that there has never been an inventory or
collective study of those extant, makes it difficult to place Belmont's ceilings in a context
or to understand their significance. The study of ornamental plaster ceilings in Great
Britain, the tradition out of which the early Anglo-American ceilings came, has been
established for some time, although literature on the conserxation of plasterwork has been
produced only more recently. With a histon.- of ornamental plastering that dates back to
the 16th centur> . the impressive inventory of ceilings that has come out of that tradition,
and the large number that still sur\'ive, it is not surprising that the bulk of the literature
published in English on ornamental ceilings has come primarily from British and Scottish
sources. The repair and restoration of ornamental plaster ceilings in the U.K. is still a
common enough phenomenon that it is included in maintenance manuals such as Melville
and Gordon's The Repair and Maintenance ofHouses published in 1988.
William Millar's Plastering Plain and Decorative from 1897. is a monumental
work that covers everything from the historical development of plasterwork technology
»
and stylistic trends, to detailed instructions on casting column capitals. The literature that
followed Millar's work was focused primarih' on the study of the artistic development of
ornamental ceilings. Bankart's 1909 The Art ofthe Plasterer. Jourdain's 1926 English
Decorative Plasterwork ofthe Renaissance, and Turner's 1 927 Decorative Plasterwork in
Great Britain, together form a photographic inventory of ornamental plaster ceilings that
documents the rich heritage of plasterwork in the U.K. and helps to shape the context
from which many early ceilings in America came from. Geoffrey Beard's 1975
Decorative Plasterwork in Great Britain also looks at the artistic development of the
craft, but he takes a more genealogical approach to the study by pursuing the builders and
plasterers of the ceilings in his research, and in doing so adds another dimension to the
inventor) of plasterwork in Great Britain.
One of the earliest works on the preservation of plasterwork is J.F.S. Jack's 1950
"Notes on the Repair and Preservation of Decorated Plaster Ceilings" published in the
Royal Institute ofBritish Architects Journal. In this article Jack covers examination of
plasteruork from below and above, temporary support and stabilization, and reattachment
of plaster to its support. The methods that Jack outlines are essentially the same ones
found in Historic Scotland's 1994 Technical Advice Note 2, Conservation ofPlasterwork.
The de\elopment of new methods of plaster conservation in the United States has been
led since 1976 by Morgan Phillips using water-soluble acrylic resins for consolidation of
plaster and acrylic adhesives for the reattachment of plaster to itself and its support.

Figure 1 Belmont Mansion, October 1995.
Figure 2 Room 101 ornamental plaster ceiling, east side.
From Martin Jav Rosenblum. R.A. and Associates. 1990.

2. METHODOLOGY
The primary objective of this stud>- is the documentation of the two ornamental
plaster ceilings of Belmont Mansion. The main components of the documentation
process in architectural conser\ation are documentan.' research and ph> sical
investigation. The documentar>' research for this study establishes the historical
background, stylistic context and construction technology of the subject, while the
physical investigation identifies the composition of the plasters and finishes, establishes a
record of the current condition of the plasteru'ork and documents evidence of past
conditions and interventions. The 1992 Historic Structures Report completed an
exhaustive investigation of the Peters family, so additional research of the historical
background of Belmont was not necessan,-. The documentar)' research undertaken for
this study focused instead on the stylistic context and construction technology of the
ceiling plasterwork. Contemporary- architectural treatises and builders" pattern books
were consulted to help establish the stylistic and technological context, in addition to
published photographic collections of British ceilings and published examples of early
American ceilings. Contemporaneous builders" books were also consulted to learn more
about eighteenth centur>- plaster technology. Understanding the eighteenth centur>'
technology of the ceilings is an essential part of selecting or designing compatible
conser\ation treatments or structural inter\entions. It is also important for the total
appreciation of the historical significance of this particular plasterwork, as there are so
few equi\ alent contemporaneous examples in the United States.
The physical investigation ponion of the study was comprised of materials
characterization and analysis of the stratigraphy and composition of plasters and finishes,
and on-site recordation of existing conditions as well as investigation of past conditions
and inter\'entions. Standard methods of wet chemistn. and microscopical analysis,
including normal reflected and UV fluorescence microscopy and scanning electron

microscopN were employed to characterize the materials. Identifying the elemental
composition of the plasters and the media of the paints is essential for the development
or selection of future conservation treatments for the two ceilings. A preliminary
investigation of conservation treatment options has been undertaken through a
conser\'ation literature survey of paint removal, plaster consolidation and reattachment
techniques.
The existing conditions of the plaster surface were systematically recorded in a
conditions survey that utilized the same methodology, definitions and graphic notation as
the Dravion Hall Ornamental Plaster Ceiling Conditions Survey undertaken by the
Architectural Conservation Laborator>' of the University of Pennsylvania in 1990. The
same conditions survey recordation techniques were employed for this project in an effort
to continue to move toward establishing a standard format for conditions surveys of
plasterwork in the field of architectural conservation.
The purpose of the conditions survey is to record the type, extent and degree of
deterioration present in the ceilings to help determine possible mechanisms of
deterioration. The conditions were graphically recorded on HABS plan drawings of the
ceilings prepared in 1992 for the HSR, and will serve the additional purpose of
establishing a base document of the conditions with which future monitoring can be
compared. In analyzing the collected information from the materials characterization and
conditions surveys to determine possible mechanisms of deterioration, it is important to
understand that the problems exhibited in decorative plaster ceilings are no less complex
than the structural problems of the building. For this reason the condition of the lath and
plaster key support system, and the relevant framing members were also recorded as part
of the conditions survey to establish the framing, plaster support and decorative plaster
relationship. The specific questions this deterioration diagnosis has raised are: Is the
"These mo sur\e\s were onl\ carried out for the room 101 ceiling, as the lath and plaster keys above the
room 205 ceiling are currently completely obscured b\ debris.

distress visible in tlie ceiling (in the form of numerous large and small cracks) due to
intrinsic factors, such as the integrity of the materials, design, installation and subsequent
maintenance and repairs to the plasterwork, and/or is it due to extrinsic factors such as the
structural condition of the building, interventions to the building's structure or
environmental factors.

3. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE
3.1 WILLIAM PETERS TO FAIRMOUNT PARK
The following is a brief summary of the extensive historical narrative from the
Historic Structures Report. It is meant to serve as an introduction to William Peters, the
builder of Belmont Mansion, as well as a recap of the past two hundred years of owners
and tenants and the changes that they brought with them.
William Peters was a wealthy lawyer from Liverpool, England who settled in
Philadelphia in 1 739. He was preceded to the colonies by his younger brother Richard
Peters, an Anglican clergyman, who had established himself in Philadelphia in 1735 as
Assistant Rector of Christ Church. In 1 737 Thomas Penn, then Governor of
Pennsylvania and residing in Philadelphia, appointed Richard Peters Proprietary
Secretar>- of Pennsylvania. Richard's connections with the Penn familj' had a favorable
impact on his brother's career in Philadelphia. Once established, William Peters continued
his independent legal practice, performing much legal service for the Penn family. He
also procured numerous lucrative public offices through the Proprietors, including:
Notar}- Public for Philadelphia in 1742, Register and Scribe of the Admiralty Court of
Pennsylvania in 1744, Prothonotary of the Superior Court in 1752 and Land Office
Secretar>' in 1761."
Even though Peters had left a family behind in England when he came to
Pennsylvania in 1739. he had staned another one in Philadelphia by 1742 when he had a
"Belmont HSR. 1-14. All historical background information for this report comes from the extensive
Historic Structures Report completed by Martin Jay Rosenblum and Associates in January of 1992 for the
Fairmount Park Commission. Mark Reinberger directed the effort, performed the documentary research,
and wrote the Historical Narrative (pages 1-1 to 1-76).
'HSR 1-9.
^HSR 1-12.

child out of wedlock with Mar>' Breintnal, a member of a large prominent Quaker
family.^ WTien he purchased the Belmont property on the west side of the Schuylkill
River in 1742. it already had a free standing farm house. Peters upgraded the building for
his pregnant mistress and at the same time began construction on the mansion and
extensive gardens and landscaping that eventually stretched from the Schuylkill to an
obelisk half a mile to the west of the house. A letter from Thomas Perm to Peters in
1743 referring to Belmont as "your Countr}' Retirement." in addition to a date stone
marked "W.P. 1745," and a visit recorded by Deborah Logan in 1819 when she was told
the mansion was nearly 80 years old, all point to a construction date for Belmont in the
first half of the 1740s. This construction date would make Belmont, with the exception
of Perm's Springettsbur\' Manor, the earliest of the country villas located in Fairmount.
The significance of this early date lies in the architectural quality of the building and its
detailing, especially the modelled plaster ceiling in the hall.
A more personal understanding of Peters and his villa can be found in his
sur\'iving letters. His taste for good food is clear from his ordering beer and cheese from
England, as well as his taste for gardening with his order of tulip bulbs. Peters also
ordered a great number of books, mostly legal, purchased the London Magazine and
Appendix, and was a member of the Library Company of Philadelphia. Music and the
visual arts were additional interests that Peters followed. In a letter from 1742. Thomas
Perm uTote to Peters:
"HSR 1-14.
'HSR2-1.
'HSR 1-14.
'HSR 1-15. The HSR does not mention if any of the books Peters ordered were architectural pattern books
or treatises, this would be an interesting topic to pursue further, as would be finding out what architectural
books were available at the Librar\ Company when he was a member.

I have desired my brother Richard to enquire for a violin for you and as he
is acquainted with all the musical people of any note believe he will get
me one that will play also upon a harpsichord.
A letter dated May 1 740 also records the importation of seventeen music books. This
musical patronage lakes on additional meaning as it references the modelled plaster
ceiling in the hall which has groups of instruments on the north and south sides. William
Peters was active within the visual arts both as a patron and a designer. Peters and his
wife Mary had their portraits painted and there is record he accepted paintings from the
artist Joseph Molineaux in Liverpool as rent payment." Richard Hockley's comment in a
letter to Thomas Penn from 1749 about a house he built in Society Hill confirms that
Peters was able to draw and was familiar with architecture: "the plan as drawn by Mr.
Wm Peters & one Harrison. . . Tis a ver>- compleat one, of the dimensions, and the best I
think by far in this place and most convenient and commodious." ' His handvvxiting also
appears on the earliest plans for Cliveden, Benjamin Chew's later country house. Peters
knowledge of architecture was not limited to drawing and designing, his experience with
building is illustrated by the fact that Penn entrusted him with the supervision of planning
and construction of a ferr>' house on the Delaware.'^ The stone for the cellars of this
building came from Peters, probably the same quarr\- on the Belmont property from
which his son Richard would later sell stone. It is also interesting to note that lime was
'"HSR 1-15.
"HSR 1-15.
'-HSR 1-16.
'""HSR 1-16. The HSR adds an adjunct to this story about the quarrel benveen Peters and the master
carpenter for the project. Ebenezer Tomlinson. Apparently the quarrel predated the ferr> house project and
the HSR poses the question that maybe Tomlinson built Belmont or Peters's town house. This is the onl\
time the question of the builder of Belmont is raised, an issue that with enough time would be worth
pursuing. One possible lead has been uncovered by Jean Wolf at the State Archives in Harrisburg. It is the
daybook of house carpenter William Alexander with entries from 1745 including: "22nd Feb . . . sd Wm
Alexander hereby agrees and promises to do all such carpenters work for his sd Wm Peters at his house and
buildings at his plantation this present year. .
."
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being burnt on the Peters land at a ver\' early date. Here is a reminder that in addition to
the ornamental landscape at Belmont, it was still also a working estate, and though Peters
referred to Belmont as a "country' retirement" he also referred to it often as a
"plantation".'^
Following a number of indiscretions in which Peters used his position in the Land
Office for personal gain, he was relieved of his office and retired to Belmont. After one
season he left Belmont to tra\el. eventually going back to Liverpool, England. He never
returned to Philadelphia, thus deserting his second family. William Peters's son,
Richard Peters inherited Belmont, and after the close of the Revolutionary' War passed
part of ever>' year there, moving there permanently by 1810. Richard Peters spent his
life in public service, and as he was intimate with many of the leading members of the
new Federal government, a number of the founding fathers visited Belmont in the
1790s. He died in 1828 and the management of Belmont fell to his son Richard Jr.
The next forty years were a period of hea\7 commercialization of the property, first by
Richard Jr., and then by the trustees of his will. Following Richard Jr.'s death in 1 848,
the mansion became a "boarding house" and it was probably at this time that the third
floor was added.*
'"HSR 1-17. The HSR does not elaborate on this statement, but it is certainly worthy of clarification or
even further investigation as it may be relevant to the construction of the plaster ceiling in the hall.
'-HSR 1-26.
'"HSR 1-30.
"HSR 1-49.
"HSR 1-48.
"hSR 1-67.
-"HSR 1-69.
11

In 1 868 the Fairmount Park Commission, in an effort to secure the watershed to
the SchuN'lkill River which was Philadelphia's water source, obtained title to the
numerous mansion properties that lined both sides of the river. The commission decided
to use Belmont as a restaurant and accordingly made a number of improvements to the
property.' The third floor and roof were rebuilt after a fire in 1905. During the
twentieth centur>' Belmont has been used on and off as a restaurant with interim periods
of vacancy, with the last restaurant closing in 1980. After being abandoned for six years,
the Junior League of Philadelphia selected Belmont as their 1986 Designer Showcase
House. For that event some structural stabilization was undertaken and various rooms of
the mansion were redecorated by different interior designers. The following year the
house was leased to the American Woman's Heritage Society." Currently it is closed to
the public for restoration and rehabilitation work by the Fairmount Park Commision.
Martin Jay Rosenblum, R.A. and Associates is ser\ing as project architect.
3.2 HISTORICAL CONTEXT AND CEILING DESCRIPTION
William Peter's Belmont dates from what is commonly called the early Georgian
period (1700-1750) in American architecture (Figure 3). The early, middle and late
Georgian periods, however, are not separate and distinct architectural styles but rather
divisions in the span of time between George I becoming the English monarch in 1714
and the death of George IV in 1830. The predominant English architectural influence in
the colonies during the first half of the eighteenth century is that of the English Baroque,
which has been termed "Wren-Baroque" by architectural historian William Pierson.'^
-'HSR i--;;
"HSR 1-75
23
William H. Pierson. Jr.. American Buildings and their Architects: The Colonial and Neoclassical Styles.
(New York; Oxford Universin Press, 1970) 69.
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English Palladianism. initiated with the publication of Vitruvious Britannicus and an
English translation of VaWsidxo's I quattro libri dell ' architettura in 1714, was a
movement to reaffirm classical principals in architecture. "This style was the first phase
of Georgian architecture and was totally different from that of Wren and his followers."^''
The ideology and designs of English Palladianism were introduced to the colonies
through the same books which had sparked the movement, but also by way of other
publications as well. James Gibbs's 1 728 A Book ofArchitecture, and other pattern
books by him were widely popular in the colonies. Gibbs's plates of domestic
architecture illustrate plans for villas based on Palladian principles of the extended
symmetrical plan, as well as plans for simple detached rectangular blocks, so
characteristic of earlier Wren-Baroque buildings (Figure 4). However, most of his facade
designs are more akin to the Baroque richness of Wren (with quoins, heavy rustication,
pilasters and balustrades) than to the purity of rigid geometr>' and classical details of strict
English Palladianism.
With few contemporaneous examples for comparison, it is possible to establish a
basic architectural and historical context for Belmont Mansion by looking at the pattern
books of James Gibbs and other publications from the period. The same situation applies
to the ornamental plaster ceiling in room 101, where there are few examples of extant
eighteenth centur\- ornamental plaster ceilings to compare it with, and stylistically it is
easier to establish its context by looking at pattern books. The ceiling is dixided into two
parts, the blank central field which is delineated by a heax'y bolecfion molding and the
ornamental elements organized around it in enframed panels (Figure 5). The comer
panels are of two designs that are matched diagonally across the ceiling. Sprays of
foliage with either ribbons or swags are accompanied by a large concave or convex
scallop shell set between the comer panel and the central field. The center panels on the
"'
Pierson 112.
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east and west sides of the ceiling are adorned with groups of musical instruments and
floral swags with smaller stylized shells. The Peters family coat of arms is displayed half
on the east and half on the west side of the ceiling along the axis of entry. Above the
west door is a cartouche with two lions sitting back to back, and above the east door also
set in a cartouche, is a shield with a diagonal bar and two small convex shells.
The organization and ornamentation of the ceiling in room 101 follows the
recommendations of the writings of Isaac Ware and bears a strong resemblance to a
design for a ceiling by Batty Langley (see below). In Isaac Ware's Complete Body of
Architecture (1756), Book V, Part II, "Of Ceilings," Chapter XIII, Ware discusses how to
design an ornamental plaster ceiling in the true taste with the distribution of the fields into
large compartments with some depth to take advantage of light and shadow, versus
designing a ceiling in a fanciful manner with French ornament. He writes in Chapter I
"Of the ornaments of ceilings in general,":
The scope of fancy in the decoration of ceilings is very great, even
without transgressing the severest rules of propriety: the division into
compartments is natural and proper; and the first thing that offers to the
imagination in the decorating, is the adding of mouldings in the divisions.
This we may call the first stage of ornament: the next in degree
above an absolute plain ceiling. For the second degree we shall name the
addition of sculpture to these mouldings; the centre of the compartment
being all this time plain. A third degree, the centre still left plain, is the
addition of scrolls and faces in the verge of circular designs.
The degree of decoration in these three kinds may differ, and
thence may be given various stages of ornament, according to the expense:
but this, in a general view, is all that can be done while the central part is
left plain and vacant.
Figure 6 is a design for a ceiling from Batt>- Langley's City and Country Builder's and
Workman's Treasury ofDesigns (1740. 1745)."" The similarity between the composition
" Isaac Ware, Complete Body- ofArchitecture (London: 1 756). Book V. Part II. Chapter 1. 485.
According to the Park list. Peter Harrison is assumed to have owned the 1740 edition of Langley's
Treasury, and members of the Carpenters Company of Philadelphi owned 1750 and 1756 editions.
14

of this plaster ceiling design, with a center field delineated by a bolection molding and
acanthus leaf mitered comers, surrounded by enframed panels with floral swags and
sprays of foliage and drapes, and the ceiling at Belmont is quite striking. So too is the
similarity of ornamental elements from another design (Figure 7), including the back to
back animals, scallop shell, rosette and sprays of foliage. A ceiling design by James
Gibbs is also of the same style, though undoubtedly one of much greater expense than
the one executed at Belmont (Figure 8).
The robust quality of the boldly modelled elements of Belmont's ceiling are
distinctive from the more delicate Rococo ceilings that comprise most of the remaining
extant examples from the eighteenth century in colonial America. One of the earliest
ceilings is in the hall of Westover in Charles City County, Virginia, which dates from
c. 1730-34 (Figure 9).' The decorative work here was probably imported from London
along with the fireplaces in the house. Another ceiling that predates Belmont's is the one
from the first floor drawing room of Drayton Hall in South Carolina (Figure 10)." This
plasterwork is the only major decorative ceiling dating fi-om the period of construction of
the house c. 1738-42. It has hea\7 moldings which delineate the composition of the
ceiling, but the floral elements do not show the influence of the French Rococo as do
those elements of the Belmont ceiling. Philipse Manor Hall in Yonkers. New York.
c.1755. also has a Rococo ceiling, with ornamental elements possibly imported from
England or France (Figure 1 1). The Powell House in Philadelphia (1770) had a
Rococo ceiling executed by the plasterer James Clow who had emigrated from England
^' Pierson 78.
" William Bynum. Drayton Hall: An Annotated Bibliography, (Washington D.C.: Preservation Press,
1978)33.
-' John (
Restoration Report. (NY State Historic Trust. 1972) 1 1
.
G. Waite, The Stabilization of an Eighteenth Century Plaster Ceiling at Philipse Manor: A
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in 1 763 (Figure 12). Removed from the building and reinstalled at the Philadelphia
Museum of Art in 1925-26, Clow"s ceiling has floral elements along the sides and in the
comers, and groups of musical instruments in the center. To date there has been no
documentation found that identifies the plasterer of the Belmont ceiling, however, the
presence of James Clow in Philadelphia in 1770 and the fact that at least half a dozen
plasterers were listed on the Philadelphia tax rolls for that year, suggests that the Belmont
ceiling could possibly have been done by someone living in Philadelphia.^'
George B. Tatum, Philadelphia Georgian The city house of Samuel Powel and some of its eighteenth
century neighbors, (CT; Wesleyan University Press, 1976) 90.
Tatum 91
.
(It would be interesting to look at the Philadelpia tax rolls for the years around 1745 to see if
any plasterers were listed yet.)
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Figure 3 Reconstruction of original east facade of Belmont Mansion.
B\ Martin Jav Rosenblum. R.A. and Associates.
Figure 4 James Gibbs, design for a house, from A Book ofArchitecture, London, 1728.
In William Pierson. The Colonial and Neoclassical Snles. NY. 1970. p. 128.
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Figure 5 Room 101 ceiling plan.
lYom 1992 Historic Structures Report.
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Figure 6 Batt> Langley, design for a ceiling, from Treasury of Designs, London, 1745.
J fV.,^ (-T ^ Y1
< Vt-A?////
1

Figure 7 Batty Langley, design for a ceiling, from Treasury ofDesigns, London, 1745.
Figure 8 James Gibbs, design for a ceiling.
In Geoffre\ Beard. Decorative Plastenvork ofGreat Briiain. London. 1975. plate 5 1
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Figure 9 Westover, Charles City County, VA, hall ceiling c.1730-34.
In William Pierson, The Colon/cil and Neoclassical Styles. NY, 1970, p. 79.
Figure 10 Drayton Hall, SC, first floor drawing room ceiling c. 1738-42.
In William B\num. Drayton Hall: An Annotated Bibliography. Washington D.C.. 1978. p. 33.
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Figure 11 Philipse Manor, Yonkers, NY, room 103 ceiling, c.1755.
In John Waite. Siahilization ofan Eighteenth Centwy Plaster Ceiling at Philipse Manor. NY. 1972. p. 1
1
.
, if
f-'
Figure 12 Powell House, Philadelphia, PA, second floor front room ceiling, 1770.
In George Tatum, Philadelphia Georgian. CT, 1976. p. 89.
1
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4. HISTORICAL TECHNOLOGY
Understanding how a historic building or component of that building is
constructed is essential to assessing the condition of that building, as well as undertaking
informed, compatible interventions. This understanding includes a knowledge of the
materials involved, how they were put together and perhaps most importantly, how they
work together. It is therefore the responsibility of the architectural conservator to ensure
that she/he has an understanding of the architectural system before proceeding with a
conditions analysis or treatment development. Contemporaneous technological literature
provides one primary' source.
Joseph Moxon gave definitions of the plasterer's tools in his 1703 Mechanick
Exercises. Richard Neve's City and Country Purchaser's and Builder's Dictionary also
from 1703. and Builder's Dictionary, or Gentleman and Architect's Companion from
1734. have definitions for the tools and process of plastering, as well as ways of
measuring and pricing work."'^ The New Practical Builder, and Workman's Companion
by Peter Nicholson from 1 823 describes plastering technology and technique and also has
"The Practical Builder's Perpetual Price-Book" in the back of the volume, which includes
"Average Prices of Plasterer's Measured Works in England, Ireland and Scotland."
Nicholson's 1 846 Practical Masonry, Bricklaying and Plastering has more extensive text
on plastering than his 1823 volume and although later, for this reason it is partially
transcribed in Appendix A to give a more detailed description of laying up a plaster
ceiling." And of course, there is also William Millar's famous 1897 Plastering: Plain
and Decorative, of which Trevor Howells rightly uTote. "Almost ever>' writer on the
^"The text of these two books is identical, though the second one is listed without an author in the Park List.
^^Handbook ofBuilding Crafts in Conservation by Jack Bowyer also includes a reprint of Peter Nicholson's
1846 Mechanic's Companion.
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subject since (the turn of the century) owes a debt, large or small." This study will
primarily refer to these two volumes below, however, Nicholson's 1846 volume was
found to be more easily digestible than Millar's encyclopedic tome, and that the changes
in technology in the time period between the two makes Nicholson's text seem that much
closer to the plaster technology of the date of Belmont.
The basic system of plastering: the plaster and the support it is keyed to, as well as
the fundamental methods of applications, have remained largely the same from ancient
times to the present. WTiat has changed is the introduction of new plaster types and the
construction of different supports. In eighteenth and nineteenth centur>' structures from
the European tradition, ornamental plaster ceilings employ a multi-layer system of rough
base and finer finish plaster attached to wooden lathing strips. Wooden lath were split by
hand prior to the mid-nineteenth century, when they began to be sawn more often by
machine.^^ Nicholson stated, "wjought-iron nails are much to be preferred" to cast-iron
nails, "which cannot be used with any degree of safet>' when the joists of the building are
composed of oak," and that "to ceilings, or any description of work requiring strength,
double laths ought always to be applied. "^^ Millar suggests the laths should be fixed 3/8
^"Trevor Howells. The New and Compleat Gentleman and Architect's Guide to the Conservation of
Decorative Plastenvork. York: 1980, Introduction.
"William Millar. Plastering Plain and Decorative, (NY: Truslove & Comba, 1897) 85.
'^Peter Nicholson. Practical Masonry; Bricklaying and Plastering. Both Plain and Ornamental, (London:
Printed for Thomas Kelly. 1847) Chapter IV. No. 346.
The appendix to Millar's Plastering Plain and Decorative includes the following: 1. PLASTERER'S
MEMORANDA. QUANTITIES AND WEIGHTS
LATHS - Length, from 2 ft. 6 in. to 4 ft.. Width, about 1 in.. Thickness - Single laths. 1/8 to 3/16 in.. Lath
and a half, 3 16 to 14 in.. Double laths, 14 to 3 '8 in. Laths are usually spaced fi-om 1'4 to 3 '8 in. apart,
according to their sn-ength and nature of plaster. Lathing nails are fi-om 3/4 to 1 1/4 in. long, according to
the thickness of the laths.
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inch apart to allow for enough plaster to be extruded through the space to form a strong
1 37
key.
Plaster used to create the flat surface for ornamental ceilings traditionally was
made of lime, sand, animal hair and water. Numerous terms exist for the materials, tools
and steps of plastering that vary regionally and nationally. Lime plaster is called by the
many names of mortar, course stuff and lime and hair, and is used in a three-coat system
which consists of first-coating, floating, and setting.''* The American term for the first-
coat is scratch-coat, while Nicholson used the London term, pricking-up. For ceilings,
this first layer is spread diagonally across the laths, overlapping each trowelful. After
letting the first-coat stand for an hour or so, it is scored to provide a key for the following
coat. The floating coat is laid upon the first-coat, forming a straight surface for the
setting coat through the use of screeds and a floating rule, (see Appendix A for more
detailed description of floating).^^ The setting, orfinish coat is made of pure slaked lime,
or lime putty, and mixed with washed fine sharp sand or well-beaten white hair. It is
applied once the floating coat is firm and nearly dry. but not too dry as this will cause the
setting coat to crack and peel.
UTiile lime plaster is used to form the flat base for ornamental ceilings, "plaster of
Paris is the composition on which the plasterer materially depends for giving precise form
and finish to the decorative part of his work; by its aid he executes all the ornaments
applied to ceilings and cornices."'" Decorative elements were either worked up by hand
"Millar 85.
^'Millar 90.
^'Millar 91-92.
"^Nicholson. Chapter IV. No. 35 1
.
"Nicholson. Chapter II. No. 337, pg 181. However. Historic Scotland Technical Advice Note
2."Conservation of Plasterwork." states that lime stucco work generally predates the late eighteenth century
and that "in situ freehand modelling, especially rococo work, will almost invariably be in lime stucco rather
than gypsum." page 23.
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in situ or on slabs or plaques and then fixed to the ceiling, moldings were run in place or
on a workbench with a template, and later, ornaments were cast in molds at the workshop.
Both Nicholson and Millar extensively explain molding in wax and molding in plaster, as
these methods had almost entirely replaced hand modelling by the time they were writing
their texts. Nicholson explains:
The forming of ornaments of ever>' description in their proper places, by
means of suitable tools, commonly called "Hand Ornament Working," is
at the present day but partially practised, having been, in a great measure,
superseded by the invention of cast-work; but, not withstanding, we think
it necessary, to advert to it.
'
When hand modelling the ornament, "according to the method practised by the old Italian
stucco-workers." the first step is to draw the design of the ornament where it is to be
placed on the ceiling, next it is boasted, or "got out in the rough with gauged fine stuff"
This is followed by a thin coat of ornamental stucco which is worked into the proper
shape and finished, "with the assistance of small steel tools of various sizes and
patterns." " Millar describes the process with some additional detail that includes cutting
the surface to form a key for thick or deep parts of the design, or just roughing up the
surface for thinner or lighter ornaments. The attachment of heavier details may be
strengthened by inserting nails or screws into the wood work on ceilings or the joists,
with a few flat-headed nails being sufficient for most purposes. For extra heavy
ornaments, or those "intended to have a great emboss or projection fi"om the ground,"
long wrought iron nails with tarred-twine twisted round them must be driven into the
timbers. ^ In England throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, plasterwork
was usually finished white or off-white. This practice continued until the mid-eighteenth
•Nicholson. Chapter IV, No. 367, pg 197.
'Mbid.
"Millar 244.
'Nicholson Chapter IV, No. 367, pg 197.
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century, with the exception of occasional examples of gilding, when colors became more
prevalent with the complete decorative schemes by Robert Adam, Sir William Chambers
and James Wyatt from about 1 760 onwards.
''Geoffrey Beard, Decorative Plasterwork in Great Britain, (London: Phaidon Press, 1975)19.
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5. CEILING CONSTRUCTION
The ornamental ceilings at Belmont are of the construction outlined above, course
stuff and finish plaster keyed to wooden lathing strips that are nailed to the floor joists
above. The lath are hand split, often called rent lath, and on average are 3/16" ( 3-5 mm)
thick by 1 1/8" (28 mm) wide, though some range in width from approximately 3/4" (20
mm) to 1 1/2" (38 mm). They are secured with 1" wrought nails with rose heads, very
often to nailers attached to the undersides of the joists to allow for adequate space for the
plaster to create a key under the joist. The space between the lath for the plaster keys is
uneven due to the variable widths of the hand split wood. The course stuff from the
room 101 ceiling is 1/2" (7-10 mm) thick with sand, lime (often as blebs or lumps) and
animal hair, and the finish plaster is 1/16" (2-3 mm) thick.
The ornamental elements are made of built-up finish plaster. This relief work can
be divided into three categories: lower relief, which includes the floral elements, swags,
cartouches, and small moldings; high relief, which includes the larger moldings and
instruments: and super-high relief, which includes the four scallop shells and the violin.
Comparison of the same elements of relief work reveals subtle differences in the
ornament. The best illustration of this is a comparison of the matching ribbons in the
northeast and southwest comers of the ceiling (Figure 13). These subtle differences are
the result of hand modelling, and as such have, "the charm of variety which cast plaster
never possessed". Likewise, the matching concave and convex shells are also slightly
different. Considering the size of the shells, their projection and the amount of detail on
Millar compared hand split lath with machine cut, saying: "Those split by hand give the best results, as
the\ split in a line with the grain of the wood, and are therefore generally stronger, and are not so liable to
twist as machine made." Page 85.
"Millar 230.
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the back side, it seems more likely that they would have been modelled by hand on a slab
and then attached to the ceiling, rather than modelled in place (Figure 14).
Wrought iron nail tips are visible from above the ceiling when looking at the
plaster keys and lath (Figure 1 5). They appear in single rows of about three to five nail
tips. As recorded on the key condition drawing and overlaid with the ceiling plan, they
generally coincide with the large moldings. Excavation of a crack (S2 on the keyed
illustration) revealed a sectional view of the construction of the molding that is consistent
with the descriptions given by both Nicholson and Millar. The molding is built up of
finish stuff, with a wrought nail extending down into it as a key. An additional
construction detail visible in the lath work above the hall ceiling is a series of small
wedges, each pushed under a lath, thus resting on the laths on either side (Figure 1 6).
This results in the middle lath being pushed up and more plaster being able to push up
through the larger space to create a substantially larger key. Similar to the nail tips, this
detail appears in clusters, however, it does not coincide with any particular ornament.
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Figure 13 Comparison of ornaments in northeast and southwest corners.
Note the subtle difference in the ribbons which is a result of hand modelling in situ. Martin Jay
Rosenblum. R.A. and Associates. 1990.
v^ ^
^
i
\-/ !^
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Figure 14 Detail of southeast corner shell.
Considering the size, projection and detail of the shells, they were probably modelled by hand on a slab
and then attached to the ceilinsz.
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Figure 15 Detail of nail tips, room 201.
The nail tips that are visible in rooms 201 and 202 coincide with large moldings in the ceiling below
Figure 16 Detail of a lath wedge, room 201.
Small wedges pushed under lath help to create larger plaster ke\'S.
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6. PHYSICAL INVESTIGATION
Physical investigation of the ceilings involved three levels of inquir>': materials
characterization, conditions survey and deterioration diagnosis. Materials
characterization included identification of the general layer structure and composition of
the plasters and paints. The conditions survey provided a systematic recordation of the
existing conditions of the ornamental plaster (over time where possible), the lath and
plaster key attachment system, and the framing members that make up the structural
support for the ceiling. Deterioration diagnosis synthesized the information gathered in
order to identify the intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms of deterioration affecting the
49
plasterwork and to make recommendations for treatment testmg.
6.1 MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION
6.1.1 PLASTER ANALYSIS
The plaster samples for room 101 came from two fragments of plaster that had
been removed for the installation of the scaffolding where it supports the summer beam
and fireplace trimmers. These pieces provided enough plaster to perform gravimetric
analysis on the rough and finish coats to determine the basic formulation and to isolate
the aggregate for comparison. Three samples of the rough coat plaster and two samples
of the finish coat plaster were analyzed. This consisted of powdering the sample with a
mortar and pestle, digesting the acid soluble fraction in a 15% solution of hydrochloric
acid and separating out the fines by levigation from the remaining aggregate. The
aggregate was then sieved to determine particle size distribution and the filtered fines
were tested for gypsum by microcrystalline analysis. Plaster from the room 205 ceiling
^'Excluded from this discussion of deterioration factors is the interior climate of the building, as the
temperature and relative humidity was not monitored during the conditions survey.
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was not subjected to gravimetric analysis because there was insufficient material
available. One small sample was taken for cross sectional examination.
Plaster samples from both ceilings were mounted in a commercial polyester
acrslic resin (Bioplast), cross sectioned, and viewed with a stereomicroscope (Nikon
SMZ) under reflected visible light to identify their general visual characteristics such as
stratigraphy, color, texture, binder distribution, aggregates and other inclusions. A thin
section of the room 101 plaster was viewed in polarized light to identify the minerology
of the aggregate.'^' Elemental analysis of both samples was also performed with scanning
electron microscopy/energy dispersive x-ray (SEM/EDX)."
Visually the plaster samples from the two ceilings look very similar (Figs. 17 and
1 8). The rough coats are a light brown color, of a medium coarse texture, and contain
aggregates of similar appearance and grain size distribution. The most noticeable
difference between the two plasters is that the lime binder in the room 101 plaster is
thoroughly mixed or dispersed within the matrix thus giving it a uniform color, while in
the room 205 plaster numerous lime blebs are distinctive within the matrix, resulting in a
slightly darker brown color than the room 101 plaster. Gravimetric analysis of the rough
coat plaster samples revealed general consistencies in the type and amount of aggregate
and acid soluble fraction. Thin section examination in polarized light identified the
aggregate as a decomposed schist made of quartz, muscovite and biotite, which is similar
to aggregates found in other local eighteen century mortar and plaster samples,
suggesting a nearby source. The finish coat of the room 205 plaster has a very fine
homogenous texture and white color with a few light brown inclusions. The finish coat
of the room 101 plaster is not as fine or homogeneous as the room 205 plaster. It too has
'" Qualitative analysis of minerology performed b> Dr. Gomaa Omar. Assistant Professor of Geology,
University of Pennsylvania. April 1996.
" Qualitative analysis of elemental composition performed by Dr. Rolhn E. Lakis. Research Scientist.
Laboratorv for Research on the Structure of Maner. Universit> of Pennsylvania. April 1996.
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occasional light brown inclusions, but it also has lighter looking rounded areas (Fig. 19).
These areas, when viewed in thin section with polarized light, are darker than the
surrounding material and appear to be a change within the matrix, (i.e., an alteration),
because they are not distinct grains but rather have the same visual appearance as the
surrounding matrix. Thin section examination of the finish plaster also showed less than
1% fine clear sand, which was again confirmed by the gravimetric analysis results.
Plasters fi-om relief ornament on both ceilings (samples 2S2, S4 and S5), however, do
have a significant amount of clear sand included (Figure 20). The fines from the
gravimetric analysis of the finish plaster fi-om room 101. tested negative for gypsum.
There are no distinctly visible layers in the room 101 rough coat plaster and there
is no physical separation occurring within it. as it is cohesive and very hard. It is also
difficult to separate the finish coat from the rough coat. The room 205 rough coat plaster
is also hard, with no apparent separation within the material occurring. The presence of
distinct application layers, however, was confirmed with SEM backscatter imaging. One
finish coat and three rough coat layers, which are subtly different, are visible in Figures
21 and 22. which together comprise a complete section of the plaster sample. SEN4/EDX
analysis of the two plasters identified calcium and magnesium, suggesting use of a
dolomitic or calcium-magnesium carbonate lime. Trace amounts of sulfer were also
tagged by EDX throughout the rough and finish coats of the room 205 plaster, and in the
low-relief work of the east cartouche and super-high relief southeast shell of the room
101 ceiling (samples S4 and S5). A significant amount of sulfer was identified in the
high relief molding on the north side of the northwest panel (sample S2) and the
replacement plaster keys above it in the northwest end of room 201 were identified as
entirely calcium and sulfer (gypsum). Generally, a slightly greater level of sulfer was
seen in the high relief ornaments in comparison to the low relief work. The presence of
gypsum or plaster of Paris as an original additive component to the lime plaster would be
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expected in both hand modelled and bench cast high relief elements to enhance setting
and crispness of detail."
6.1.2 PAINT ANALYSIS
Analysis of the ceiling's painted finishes was undertaken to identify and
characterize the general stratigraphies and composition of the finishes applied to the
plasteru'ork over time. Compositional analysis focused on the identification of the white
pigments in the paints, as they often reflect chronological changes in paint technology
and thus pro\ide relative dating. Eighteen samples from the flat plaster and relief work of
both ceilings were taken to establish the standard^complete stratigraphy and to identify
the presence of any decorative painting. Out of the original sample group, two
representative samples (S3, S5) were then analyzed using normal reflected and
Ultraviolet fluorescence microscopy and SEM/EDX. Normal reflected light microscopy
was used to obserxe the visual characteristics of the paint layers. UV fluorescence
microscopy was used to obserxe the auto- or primary fluorescence of the pigments and
media in the different paint layers. (Primar>- fluorescence is the property some substances
have of emitting fluorescent light when excited with ultraviolet radiation." ) SEM/EDX
was employed to help identify' the elemental composition of the pigments in the different
layers and thus infer the use of certain pigments. The back-scatter electron mode of the
SEM produces an image in tones of whites and grays that show the pigments with the
highest atomic number as the brightest tones." The locations of the identified elements
were then recorded with digital x-ray mapping, which produced separate maps for the
"" Peter Nicholson, Practical Masonry . Chapter II, no. 335.
" Marie L. Garden, "Use of Ultraviolet Light as Aid to Pigment Identification," APT Bulletin 23, no. 3
(1991): 27.
^ Eugene Farrell. "Pigments and Media: Techniques in Paint Analysis," in Paint in America, ed. Roger W.
Moss (Washington. D.C.: Preservation Press, 1994), 198.
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locations of the individual elements thus illustrating the elemental stratigraphy of the
paint layers.
For both samples, the paint layers can be divided into three overall groups with
distinct visual qualities (Figures 23 and 25). The first group is comprised of the layers
closest to the finish plaster. Group 1 has from eight to ten layers that appear somewhat
translucent to opaque in reflected light. On top of this group is a dark brown layer that
looks like a resinous layer. Group 2 is comprised of thirteen layers of paint that have a
more uniform and dense appearance and colors that range from off-whites and creams to
pale yellows, and two layers of a distinctive green color. In this group, some of the
samples had a significant amount of dirt between the layers, while others had none. All
the samples that had a complete stratigraphy, from both ceilings and from flat areas as
well as relief areas, had the same sequence of layers which effectively eliminated the
possibility of decorative painting. " Group 3 is comprised of three to four layers and is
characterized by thick bright white layers with numerous large vacuoles typical of
emulsion (latex) paints. There is also a fracture between the first and second layers in
this group in many of the samples. In UV light, the autofluorescence of the layers is
again distinctive within the same three groups (Figures 24 and 26). The bottom group
displays a translucent lower level of fluorescence typical of calcium carbonate (lime)
while the second group, displays a higher level pale to bright yellow fluorescence
characteristic of zinc oxide. ^^ The back-scattered electron image from the SEM/EDX
analysis also shows three distinct groups (Figures 27 and 28), with the second group
having the brightest tones and thus the elements with the highest atomic numbers such as
lead and zinc (see below).
One photograph of room 101, in Byways and Boulevards In and About Historic Philadelphia (1913),
looks like the ceiling has a two-tone or Wedgwood like paint scheme, but \ was not able to find definite
evidence of it in the paint samples.
^ Garden 28.
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EDX/digital x-ray mapping identified the top layer of the first group as calcium
and the rest of the layers as calcium and magnesium. This suggests that these finishes
may be limewashes or whiting-based distempers, (analysis of organic binders was not
performed). The presence of magnesium in the bottom layers of the first group strongly
indicates the use of a dolomitic lime, like the rough and finish coat plaster beneath it, and
thus suggest use of a limewash." The elements identified in the second group include
lead, zinc, barium and titanium. Lead whites (basic lead carbonate) used as paint
pigments ha\'e been in existence since classical antiquity, and were used extensively in oil
based architectural paints until laws were passed in 1960 prohibiting their use. The
presence of lead in paint therefore only helps to end-date later layers to the 1950s."''*
Zinc oxide, however, became more economically competitive with lead paints about 1850
in America, thus providing a possible base date for paints with zinc.^^ Leaded zinc oxide
"was widely used in house paints from the mid-nineteenth century until the introduction
oi titanium white around 1920." The first layer of the second group was identified as
lead and zinc, followed by four layers with lead. ' Since the first layer of Group 2 is
probably an oil-based paint, the presence of the resinous looking layer between the
suspected distemper or limewash layer and oil-based layer is not surprising. This coating
Morgan W
.
Phillips. "A Survey of Paint Technology: The Composition and Properties of Paints," in
Paint in America, ed. Roger W. Moss (Washington, D.C.: Preservation Press, 1994), 241.
58
Andrea M. Gilmore, "Analyzing Paint Sample: Investigation and Interpretation," in Paint in America,
ed. Roger W. Moss (Washington, D.C.: Preservation Press, 1994), 180.
^' Garden 26.
*" Garden 28.
The fact that the first lead paint on the plasterwork is possibly a leaded zinc oxide that would have a base
date of c 1850 has interesting implications in the histop. of the ceiling and the house, as it was in 1848 that
Belmont went into the hands of the trustee of Judge Peters estate. During this time the commercialization
of Belmont continued, including the transformation of the mansion into a boarding house and the addition
of the third floor.
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is probably a resin varnish or glue size applied as a sealer to isolate the
limewash/distemper layers from the later paints and to ensure good adhesion "
The layer above the four consecutive lead layers is another zinc one, but this time
it occurs with barium and/or titanium. One pigment possibility for this layer is Uthopone,
also called Griffith 's zinc while, which is a mix of zinc sulfide and barium sulfate and was
introduced to the American paint market in linseed oil c.1901 ." Another possibility is
titanaied Uthopone, which was used through the first half of the twentieth century for
interior house paints. The next layer that occurs with barium and/or titanium does not
have zinc. This could be a layer with titanium white (titanium dioxide) because barium
white (barium sulfate) "was frequently combined with titanium white for interior house
paints," which would put this layer after c.1920.*"'' The third and most recent group of
paints, which probably dates from after c.1960. has titanium, aluminum and calcium (the
latter probably used as an extender). In summary. Group 1 is comprised of eight to ten
layers of limewashes or distempers, and dates from the mid-eighteenth century to
probably the mid-nineteenth century. Group 2 has an average of thirteen layers which are
predominantly lead based, with a few later ones having barium and titanium. Thus this
group roughly spans from the mid-nineteenth century to after the 1 920s and has the
highest rate of repainting, but also incidentally, the greatest amount of dirt between
layers. Finally, the last group has three to four thick paint layers that would date from the
1920s to the most recent repainting of the plaslerwork.
Brian Powel. "Painting Techniques: Surface Preparation and Application," in Paint in America, ed.
Roger W. Moss (Washington, D.C.: Preservation Press. 1994). 217.
' Garden 27.
Garden 29.
''
Ibid.
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Figure 17 Photomicrograph cross-section, plaster sample SI.
(magnif. 12. 5x)
Figure 18 Photomicrograph cross-section, plaster sample 2S1.
(iiiaiinif. I2.5,\)
'i
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Figure 19 Photomicrograph cross-section, finish plaster, sample SI.
(magnif. 12.5\)
Figure 20 Photomicrograph cross-section, finish plaster, sample 2S2
(magnif. 12. 5x)
W
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Figure 21 Backscatter electron image, sample 2S1.
(magnif. 20\)
n>i0S
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Figure 22 Backscatter electron image, sample 2S1.
(magnif. 20\)
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Figure 23 Photomicrograph cross-section, paint sample S3.
(reflected liuht. masinif. 12.5\)
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Figure 24 Photomicrograph cross-section, paint sample S3.
(UV lishl. maiinif. !2.5x)
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Figure 25 Photomicrograph cross-section, paint sample S5.
(reflected light, niagnif. I2.5\)
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Figure 26 Photomicrograph cross-section, paint sample S5.
(UV light, magnif. I2.5x)
M
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Figure 27 Backscatter electron image, paint sample S3.
(magnif. 33x)
Figure 28 Backscatter electron image, paint sample S5.
(magnif. 37x)
1mm
X37 1 4mm
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6.2 CONDITIONS SURVEY
As previously stated in the methodology, the purpose of the conditions survey is
to record the type, extent and degree of deterioration observed in the ceilings. The
existing conditions of the ceilings in rooms 101 and 205 were identified, categorized and
recorded using the same methodology employed for the Dra>'ton Hall project. Wherever
possible, the same definitions and graphic symbols were used to identify and record the
conditions of the ceilings. The conditions recorded on the ceiling plans fall into the
following categories: plaster cracking, vertical displacement, patching. loss of plaster,
staining, paint failure (room 205 ceiling only), broken or inadequate plaster key,
detachment, joist cracking and partially withdrawn tenon. These conditions are
defined and illustrated at the end of this section in a glossary that includes the graphic
symbol used to record each condition on the survey drawings and a photographic
example from one of the ceilings (Figure 29).
6.2.1 ORNAMENTAL PLASTER CONDITIONS
Access to the surface of the plasterwork for inspection was achieved by
scaffolding that had been erected to support the ceilings during construction on other
parts of the building. The close-up inspection consisted of graphically recording the
visible existing conditions with symbols and notations onto HABS plan drawings of the
ceilings. The moldings and relief ornaments were also gently tested to locate any loose
elements. From the floor level in room 101 two conditions are easily visible, the large
open cracks that run through the decorative parts of the ceiling, and the ornamental relief
work that has lost its detail to an accumulation of paint. One condition relates to
structural distress and the other affects one's aesthetic appreciation of the ceiling; the first
is a deterioration of material and the second a deterioration of the quality or value of the
visible detail, however, paint accumulation may also be hiding failures, repairs and
modifications to the plasteruork and ceiling. Both of these types of deterioration were
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recorded in the surxey but only those conditions that directly relate to the material
deterioration of the plasterwork have been represented on the final conditions drawings
(Figures 30-32).
The following observations of the condition of the plasterwork are drawn from the
cumulative data recorded during the investigation. The surface condition of the
plasterwork is characterized by muted detail and a considerable amount of unevenness
surrounding the ornamental relief work, often concentrated where the relief work meets
the flat plaster. An accumulation of about 25 layers of paint is known to be the cause of
the loss of ornamental detail. The appearance of the uneven surface is that of a
combination of lost and accumulated layers (Figure 33). It is very likely this surface
texture is a result of numerous layers of paint, each new coat being added because some
of the existing had failed. It is also possible the uneven surface is due at least in part to
repairs attempting to fill cracks or reattach loose relief work. There are some cases in
which it is obvious there has been a repair, these include (in room 101), the center of the
ribbon detail in the northeast comer of the ceiling, and along the two large cracks on the
south side of the center cartouches (Figure 34). The question of loose ornaments is in
fact currently not a problem; there also appears to be no ornamental elements missing.
The bond between the flat plaster and the relief ornament was found in both ceilings to be
ver\ strong as there were no instances of the ornament being loose when tested. This
held true even when a large crack went through both the flat and relief plaster. In light of
these facts it can be concluded that the uneven surface is more likely to be an
accumulation of paint than a repair tr>ing to fill a crack or reattach an ornament, however.
**The onK piece of ornament missing is the neck and scroll of the violin, but through photographic
evidence this appears to have been missing since the 19th century. Four sections of the flat piaster were
removed with the installation of the scaffolding. Two larger squares were cut out beneath the deflected
summer beam so that could be supported directly by the scaffolding, and a small square was cut out
beneath each of the fireplace trimmers (the joists that support the fireplace header) so they too could be
supported directly by the scaffolding.
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this can only be proven by undertaking a number of test explorations to clarify the
anatomy of this surface texture.
The condition of the paint is very different in room 101 than in room 205. In
room 101 there is no peeling of the paint, as it is either adhered to the plaster or it is not.
In other words, where the paint is not adhered to the plaster, it retains the shape of the
relief ornament but there is a separation between the two. While map cracking of the
paint is not present in room 101. it is the predominant condition in room 205. In both
rooms, the failed paint is cleaving at a brown varnish-like layer that looks as if it is at the
level of the finish plaster. Similar paint stratigraphy can be observed in both rooms,
being predominantly whites and creams, with a distinct layer of light greens in the
middle. WTien the paint is removed down to the finish plaster, the revealed detail of the
relief ornament is exquisite and the exposed ornamental plaster beneath the paint is very
hard. There is no efflorescence visible on either ceiling and no staining in room 205.
In October when the piaster survey of the east end of the room 101 ceiling was
done, there was a small amount of staining visible along the east/west crack in the
northeast comer, and a few small areas on the shield in the center cartouche. In
December a radiator on the third floor broke and sent water washing down the east wall,
however there was no water damage to the ceiling visible from the floor or scaffolding at
that time. A few days after a driving rain storm in mid-March, new staining was noted on
the cornice and ceiling between the door and south window of the east wall. Inspection
from the scaffolding, this time removing the netting, revealed extensive water damage to
the ceiling. The staining runs along the crack on the south side of the cartouche and
adjacent relief work. A few new cracks are visible, and existing ones in the area are
substantially longer. The netting and wooden pieces of the scaffolding are also stained
These cracks could either be a resuh of the water damage or they could be existing cracks that are now
visible because the\ were washed out bv the water.
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along the crack. From the pattern of staining, it is obvious that the water traveled along
the summer beam and down the east scaffolding post that is supporting the beam,
dripping through the cracks in the plaster along the way. For this amount of water to
come through the plaster, the source would have to have been the broken radiator.
Nevertheless, the presence of staining in this area prior to the broken radiator, and the
appearance of staining along the cornice and adjacent plaster after a driving rainstorm
would suggest that there is ongoing water infiltration from another source along the east
wall.
The structural condition of the plaster is characterized by a series of large and
small cracks that reflect deterioration caused by movement of the ceiling's support. Two
distinguishable categories of cracks were identified in the survey based on width: cracks
that are greater than or equal to 0.40mm, and cracks that are less than or equal to
0.30mm. The first category is easily visible and appears as large open cracks (horizontal
displacement); the second category appears as hairline cracks in the paint. In room 101
there are six large open cracks of significant length that run east/west and three that run
north'south. The\- range in width from 0.40mm to 5.0mm and all but one are
accompanied by some degree of vertical displacement, in which the plaster surface on
one side of the crack is lower than on the other side. The cracks from the two categories
appear to go through the entire depth of the plaster. Hairline cracks in both ceilings run
east/west and north^south sometimes intersecting perpendicular to each other and
sometimes just branching off. When multiple paint layers are removed fi-om these cracks
they are consistently much larger underneath, indicating a substrate condition that has
been translated to the overpaint. The consequence of this is that the finer surface cracks
should not be overlooked in light of the severity of the larger cracks, as the amount and
degree of cracking present in the plasterwork is being obscured by paint. It is only with
large scale removal of paint that a completely accurate documentation of the condition of
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the plastenvork can be obtained.^* For the plasterwork in room 205. two cracks at the
east end of the ceiling exhibit signs of movement. One of the two cracks is in the raised
border, the other is in the middle of the vase. The crack which runs along the east side of
the central medallion was unlike other cracks from either ceiling because when paint was
removed, the plaster underneath was fragmented and had missing material. All three of
these cracks had debris fall out when paint was removed to inspect the cracking.
No official record of the condition of the plasterwork has ever been kept; no
documentation of the progression of the deterioration is available that can be compared
with the current condition, and no documentation of repainting, maintenance or any of the
repairs that are visible has been recorded. Martin Jay Rosenblum and Associates have a
few photographs from 1990 and 1992 from the period of time during the writing of the
Historic Structures Report. These photographs were taken prior to the last repainting of
the ceiling and clearly reveal some progressive deterioration. First of all. the
photographs from both 1 990 and 1 992 show that there was much more staining in the
northeast comer than is now visible. This means that the staining visible now has been a
chronic problem and one still active at least since the last repainting. The same 1990
photograph that shows the staining also indicates that the cracks which now converge on
''^The center field of the ceiling which is currently painted with a tromp I'oeil sky is another case in point.
With the exception of one place along the summer beam, currently there are only a few smaller cracks
visible in this part of the ceiling. This is not consistent with the amount of cracking exhibited in the other
parts of the ceiling, and thus its mie condition underneath the painting is suspect, especially considering
that parts of the design were painted on top of a fibrous layer adhered to the plaster.
'''it is evident that the ceiling has been repainted since these photographs were taken because the numerous
sample craters fi-om Frank Welsh's 1990 paint study visible in the photographs are no longer visible.
™I have repeatedly returned to the area above this staining in the hopes of finding some clue to the cause of
it. As of yet I have not been able to pin point any source of water penetration here. The radiator below the
north window in room 201 and its accompanying pipes is an obvious source, but there is no evidence of
any leaking in the immediate vicinin. to it. There are also some water stains on the joists that should not be
ruled out. but they are not limited to the area above the staining, and have more of a floor washing panem
to them.
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the section of plaster removed to insert scaffolding to support the fireplace trimmer were
there before the removal of the plaster and are not a result of the intervention.
In short, with the exception of the large crack on the south side of the west
cartouche, many of the cracks recorded in the survey can be seen in nearly the same
condition in the photographs from the early 1990s as they are today. There are of course
limitations to any conditions assessment done from photographs that have no scale
included in the image, but comparatively, the progressive deterioration visible in the
photographs from 1990. 1992 and today, of the crack on the west cartouche is
substantially greater than in any other recorded cracks (Figures 35, 36). A second source
of photographs of the plasterwork is Philip Wallace's Colonial Houses ofPhiladelphia
from 193 1 .^' In one of his photographs, the crack on the south side of the east cartouche
can be seen, though significantly smaller than it is today. A second photograph shows the
west cartouche without a crack on its south side, but with a noticeable bulge or crack
extending east through the empty central field. This section of plaster, which runs along
the large deflected summer beam, was replaced in 1986 with new plaster and expanded
metal lath as part of the "facelift" Belmont received for the Junior League's designer
showcase.^" At this point, further discussion and diagnosis of the condition of the
plasterwork cannot be made without first considering the condition of its framing, lath
and plaster key support.
'it is interesting to note the clarit>' and depth of rehef that can be seen in these photographs of the
ornament. The image of the west cartouche also shows the bottom of the ornament which is now obscured
by coarse repairs to fill the void caused by the dropping cornice.
'^e section of plaster that was removed for the west scaffolding support of the summer beam includes a
piece of original plaster adhered to the replacement plaster. A cross section view of where the old and new
plasters meet shows that the finish coat of the new plaster was built up to the level of the top paint layer on
the old plaster and that the painted clouds are the first paint la>er on the new plaster. This proves that the
replacement plaster and painted clouds were installed at the same time. An article in the Philadelphia
Inquirer from April 18, 1986 about the Junior League's designer showcase says the following. "Design
Accents by Wood and Renkert have turned the living room, w ith its elaborate stuccoed ceiling, into a pink
bower with painted clouds overhead." (Janet Anderson, "Sprucing up a down-and-out mansion," Inquirer,
Features Weekend. April 18. 1986, pg E03.)
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6.2.2 LATH AND PLASTER KEY CONDITIONS
Unlike the plaster surface and structural framing surveys that employed the
DraNlon Hall study as a model, the lath and plaster keys survey had no direct model to
follow. The Drayton Hall study did not conduct this type of lath and plaster key survey
because its lath, like many other ornamental plaster ceilings, had been covered over by a
recent repair system attempting to re-establish the lath and plaster connection. The
literature on the maintenance and repair of historic and ornamental plasterwork generally
explains the necessity of examining the condition of the ceiling from above as well as
from below. Stressed is the importance of vacuuming the debris to expose the lath and
plaster, and of inspecting the plaster for broken keys and loose lath. The types of
information that can be gained from the lath and plaster key survey are critical: how
many keys are supporting the ceiling and where is the ceiling not being adequately
supported. The only way to determine this information from the survey was to identify
weak areas and quantify the percentage of broken, missing or inadequate plaster keys.
The procedure established for the survey was as follows: rooms 201 and 202 were
divided into a total of six, three foot wide sections, like rows on a chart, with the joists
delineating the columns. The number of plaster keys in each resulting cell were counted
and recorded on the framing plan, and the broken, missing or inadequate keys of that cell
were then drawn on the plan. The criteria for deciding which keys were recorded was
simply if they were contributing to the support of the ceiling or not. Recording the
broken and missing keys was straight forward, either the key wiggled when it was gently
tested or it had broken off at an earlier date and was missing. The judgement of which
keys were inadequate as built was more subjective. The literature generally notes that
because hand split lath results in variable width spaces, there often is not enough space
left for sufficient plaster to squeeze through for a strong key. resulting in original
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deficiencies in the support of the plasterwork. This proved to be the case in a number of
instances.
The plaster key deterioration was quantified by dividing the total number of
recorded broken, missing or inadequate keys by the total number of recorded keys to find
the percent of the plaster keys not contributing to the support of the ceiling. With these
calculations, 37% of the keys were found to be broken, missing or inadequate. A few
cells had greater than 60% inadequate keys. These have been classified as areas of
detachment and include three small cells within the fireplace header framing, the area
surrounding the west fireplace trimmer where plaster has been removed for the
scaffolding, and the area at the east end of the room, adjacent to the summer beam and
partition wall between room 201 and 204. Overall, there was no distinct pattern of
inadequate plaster keys that emerged from the surx'ey. The majority of room 204 was
not included in the calculations for the percentage of inadequate keys because most of the
plaster in this room is completely detached from the floor joists. Including this area in
the calculations for the rest of the ceiling would not provide an accurate portrayal of what
is actually holding up the greater part of the ceiling which is still attached.
There are two areas where the original plaster keys have been replaced with new
plaster. The first area is in the northwest comer of room 201 . Ten rows of keys are
visibly different than the original plaster in color, texture and hardness. These keys are
utilizing the original lath and intermingle with the original sound plaster keys at the
boundaries of the two plasters. No evidence of the intervention is apparent from the
plaster surface below in the form of an interruption of the relief ornament, except for a
crack in the area of the replacement plaster. These replacement keys may be a very early
repair. The second area of replacement plaster runs along the north side of the summer
beam from J5 to Jl 1 . This plaster has the honeycomb appearance of plaster that has been
pushed through expanded metal lath. There is a range of four to eight rows of this
replacement plaster visible on the north side of the summer beam. It appears to extend
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across the underside of the summer beam as it can just barely be seen from the south side
of the beam between J8 and J9. The plaster removed for the scaffolding that supports the
summer beam at J6 has expanded metal lath and a homogeneous dense plaster, while the
plaster removed under the beam at Jl 1 has hand-split lath. wTOUght nails and original
plaster.
As mentioned earlier, the majority of the plaster in room 204 is completely
detached from the floor joists. The way the plaster is detached, however, is very different
on the north side of the summer beam than on the south side. On the south side, the lath
and plaster detached as a cohesive unit; the plaster is completely attached to the lath and
the lath to the nailers of the joists, but the nailers are no longer attached to the joists. At
its lowest point, the plaster on the south side of the beam is 4 1/2 inches lower than the
framing. In contrast, on the north side of the summer beam many of the lath are still
attached to joists, but the plaster is detached from them, while those lath that are no
longer attached to the joists are still attached to the plaster. At its lowest point, the plaster
on the north side of the beam is 5 to 6 inches below the joists. The large crack on the
south side of the west cartouche is visible from above, and is 4 1/2 inches below joist
number two. On both sides of the summer beam, where the lath and nailers are detached
from the framing members, the nails are still intact in the wooden strips. The 3/4 to 1 1/4
inch exposed uTought nails show no signs of corrosion or breakage, they have simply
been pulled out of the joists and summer beam. There is an even accumulation and
distribution of debris on the detached plaster and lath.
Expanded metal lath can be seen extending past the western edge of the plaster
along the north half of the ceiling. In three places along the metal lath, wire has been
looped over the ends of a one or two lath (Figure 37). These wooden lath are detached
from the joists, and there is significant tension on the wires. The wires are connected to
the metal lath below the level of the original plaster. It is not possible to tell exactly what
the metal lath is attached to, but there are three layers of it, the top and bottom are empty
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and the middle layer has plaster pushed through it. The only thing the metal lath could be
connected to below the plaster that would not allow it to be seen from the floor is the
back side of the wooden cornice. Installation of the metal lath on the back side of the
wooden cornice would entail at least partially separating it from the wall. A diagonal cut
in the cornice near the northwest comer is currently visible, and is visible in a photograph
from 1 992 as well (Figure 38).
6.2.3 FRAMING AND STRUCTURAL MEMBERS CONDITIONS
The consequences of plasterwork being one component of a planar system that is
attached to the structural members of a building, are that any movement of those
members will be directly transferred to the plaster. The condition of the structural system
is thus an important factor in determining the causes of deterioration in plaster ceilings.
Accordingly, the inspection and documentation of the condition of structural members
and of all signs of movement involving them are as important in understanding the
presence of cracking in the plasterwork as recording inadequate lath and plaster keys.
Non-structural elements such as baseboards and cornices are also important to consider as
the\
,
like the plasterwork. are attached to structural members and thus reflect structural
movement, past and present.
A visual inspection and survey of the structural members and architectural details
was undertaken starting with those members closest to the plastervs'ork, the joists and
summer beam. Like the surveys of the plaster surface and lath and plaster keys, this
survey was taken to determine the type, extent and degree of distress or damage visible in
the structural members. In room 202. J8 through J14 all have cracks of var\ing width
'J.S.F. Jack's "Notes on the Repair and Preservation of Decorated Plaster Ceilings'" gives the best checklist
of what to look for when surveying beams and joists. He advises examination for sap-wood, dr\ rot.
cracks and deep fissures, mortises, tenons, knot holes and inaccessible parts of timbers, especially where
they enter the walls. Note should be taken of cracks that run from mortise to mortise, decay of lower parts
of mortises and tenons, shakes level w ith the underneath surfaces of tenons and tenoned joists that have
pulled out from the beam.
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and length, with J9 having cracks on both sides. J8 is warped and J9 through Jl 1 and J14
have cracked tenons. J2 on the south side of the summer beam in room 204 is cracked
and withdrawing from the beam, J3 is warped and withdrawing from the beam, and the
tenon of J2 on the north side of the beam is also withdrawing from the beam.
In room 201, attempts to ameliorate the effects of the sagging summer beam on
the floor joists are evident from bolted metal strap supports that have been inserted below
all the tenons (Figure 39). All the joists also have wooden wedge-shaped pieces on top to
level the floorboards. These levelers range in height from 1 1/2 inches to 4 1/2 inches,
with every other one bolted to the joists with the same metal straps used to support the
joist tenons. The metal straps appear to be an early twentieth century intervention, and
could be from the 1926 restoration of the building overseen by Fiske Kimball, the
Director of the Philadelphia Museum of Art, who restored a number of the park houses. ^^
There are only two joists with shakes in them from room 201 . J8 is cracked on the east
side of its entire length, including both tenons (Figure 40). It is also warped, tenoned into
a cracked section of the fireplace header and pulling out of the summer beam on the other
end. Joist number eleven, the east fireplace trimmer, also has a long shake, is warped and
its tenon is pulling out of the summer beam. In addition to these two joists, J5, J9, JIO
and J12 through J15 are all partially withdrawn from the summer beam.
The floor joists that support the ceiling of room 101 are 2 1/4" by 9" and are 17"
to 22" apart on center. The deflected summer beam is fourteen inches wide, nine inches
high and twenty-four feet long. This framing is standard for the eighteenth centur>' and
does not reflect any attempts to reinforce the structure to support the extra weight of the
An interesting discoven. was that J12 and J 13 have a WP (William Peters) inscribed on the west side of
them near the summer beam, and J 12 in room 201 has the same initials inscribed upside down on the east
side of it near the summer beam.
'Fiske Kimball. "Belmont Fairmount Park." The Pennsylvania Museum Bulletin. 1927, p. 333. Wallace's
photograph from his 1931 book shows deformation in the ceiling along the summer beam, so it had
deflected bv that time, which would necessitate floor levelers in room 201.
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plaster ceiling. If anything, the height of the summer beam is undersized for its span and
load. The summer beam is set in the masonry exterior walls on either end and has a stud
partition wall on top of it. There is a king post truss within the partition wall with
diagonals that run to the east exterior wall and to the west partition wall between rooms
201 and 204. The king post is placed at the center of the span of the summer beam, on
the southern edge, and has a bolted dovetail detail that can be seen between joists eight
and nine in room 202 (Figure 41 ). From room 201 it is possible to see that the king post
and the eastern and western diagonals did not go down with the summer beam as they are
all partially pulled out of the beam (Figures 42, 43). The dovetail detail of the king post
is also partially pulled up, and it is split up the middle between the bolts. Furthermore,
there is an alarming bulge in the partition wall that follows the western diagonal of the
truss. In 1986 a truss was installed according to the designs of the engineering firm of
C.N. Timbie to convert the summer beam to a multiple span condition in order to increase
the live load capacity of room 201 to accommodate the attendees of the Junior League's
designer showcase. A CI 5 x 33.9 steel channel was placed beneath the third floor
framing spanning north-south, a pair of hanger rods extends down from it and picks up
the summer beam approximately six feet from the west end. and the east wall of room
204 was built out to enclose this steel reinforcement.
On the first floor, the wooden cornice is separating from the ceiling in room 101
on all four sides. The cornice in room 205 is likewise at least partially separating on all
four sides from the ceiling. The cornice on the west wall of room 101, like the plaster
above it, is almost completely detached and is sagging substantially in the middle. In a
photograph from 1989 this cornice is visibly sagging above the door. A photograph from
1992 also shows a large open crack where it has separated from the ceiling along the
north end (Figure 44). The cornice has continued to drop since 1993 when the room was
repainted to its current deep red color. This is evident as the red painted wall can be seen
from room 204 above the current level of the cornice. The south wall of room 101 is also
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exhibiting signs of movement in the form of canted door heads, separating cornice and a
buckled baseboard. In 1986 steel shoring was installed in the basement under the south
wall of room 101. This wall is possibly being affected by the second floor framing. The
unequal span of the joists on the north and south side of the summer beam may result in
eccentric loading on the south side where the joists are carrying greater load with shorter
span because the south wall of room 101 intersects them only 6 1/2 feet to the south of
the beam. Deflection in the summer beam would also increase the load bearing dowoi on
the first floor south wall. This combination of eccentric loading and deflection may be
the reason why more joists on the south side of the summer beam are exhibiting distress
in the form of long horizontal cracks than on the north side of the beam. Like the sagging
cornice on the west wall, the movement in the south wall was an existing condition at the
time of the last repainting, and has been an active one since then. The evidence for this is
that the baseboard was buckled at the time it was last repainted, and it has buckled more
since then (Figure 45).
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Figure 29 Illustrated Glossary Of Conditions
Cracking
I ractiircs of \ariable length, width and orientation
Small - horizontal displacement <0 30 mm. generally
accompanied b> cracked plaster underneath (A)
large - horizontal displacement > 40 mm(B)
Vertical Displacement ^Vi-t-
Settlement of one side of a crack relative to the
other side - resulting in planar discontinuities.
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Illustrated Glossary Of Conditions
Patching
Subsequent infill, replacement keys and surface
repairs made to the original plaster.
Plaster Loss
Absence of one or both layers of rough and finish
coats of plaster.
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Illustrated Glossary Of Conditions
Staining
Discoloration from water damage or by deposition
of minute deposits of matter within the pores of the
painted plaster.
Paint Failure
Large scale map cracking observed on painted
ceiling relief elements of room 205.
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Illustrated Glossary Of Conditions
Plaster Kev Failure
Keys partially or completely broken in place,
missing (A), or inadequate as built (B).
g—» tiiiHWif III
\r
—
Detachment
Separation between the lath and plaster or plaster
and floor joists. (Note: no detachment observed
ben\een plaster la\ers).
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Illustrated Glossary Of Conditions
Cracked joist
Long horizontal fracture visible along one or both
sides of the joist.
Wl/:lUl
Withdrawn Tenon o
Joist tenon that is pulling out of its mortise in the
supporting summer beam.
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Figure 34 Detail of patched crack on south side of east cartouche.
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Figure 35 West Cartouche in 1990.
From Martin Jav Rosenblum, R.A. and Associates.
Figure 36 Detail of cracii on south side of west cartouche in 1996.
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Figure 38 Detail of cut in room 101 west cornice.
From Martin Ja\ Rosenblum. R.A. and Associates. 1992.
-)•
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Figure 39 Detail of Metal strap tenon support and floorboard ieveler with metal strap.
Figure 40 Detail of Joist 8.
J8 is cracked and tenoned into a cracked section of the fireplace header in room 201.
"<^
/
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Figure 41 Detail of split dove-tail joint of king post truss.
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Figure 42 Detail of king post partially pulled out of summer beam.
Figure 43 Detail of western diagonal of truss partially pulled out of summer beam.
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Figure 44 Room 101 west wall cornice separation from ceiling in 1992.
From Martin Ja\ Roscnbkim. R.A. and Associates.
/
I
Figure 45 Detail of room 101 south wall buckled baseboard.
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6.3 DETERIORATION EVALUATION AND DIAGNOSIS
The recognized approach to diagnosis in architectural conservation is to establish
the relationship between past and existing conditions, symptoms, and mechanisms of
deterioration. In the previous section, the conditions surveys identified the amount,
degree and t>pe of deterioration present in the plasterwork, lath and plaster key system
and structural members. In this section, an evaluation of the conditions survey results in
relation to intrinsic and extrinsic factors will be analyzed to identify the possible causes
of structural deterioration currently exhibited in the plasterwork. Intrinsic factors that
potentially affect the structural condition of the plasterwork include the original materials,
design, technology, and installation of the ceilings, as well as subsequent maintenance
and repairs to which the plasterwork has been subjected. The extrinsic factors which may
affect the integrity of the plasterwork include the structural condition of the building,
inter\entions to the building's structure and environmental factors.
As cracking, staining, detachment and previous repairs are four major symptoms
of possible structural distress and deterioration in plasteru'ork, identifying the causes of
these specific conditions exhibited in the plasterwork will be the focus of this evaluation.
With regard to intrinsic factors, there are no inherent defects in the material itself as the
plaster generally appears to be very strong and durable, even at large cracks. There is no
separation between the layers or loss of cohesion within the material and no detachment
of ornamental elements from the flat plaster. Roughly 37% of the plaster keys are broken
or inadequate as built. This may constitute a defect in the material or in the installation of
the ceiling, as insufficient space left between the lath accounts for almost all of the
inadequate plaster keys. There are a number of cracks that coincide with instances of
detachment and previous repairs. Moving clockwise around the ceiling, the large crack
that occurs below the fireplace header framing is in an area where greater than 60% of the
keys are broken and thus this area is considered detached. The long east/west crack on
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the north side of the summer beam in the center section of the ceiling runs along about
half of the boundarj' for the replacement plaster at the beam. In the southwest comer of
the ceiling along the south wall there is a large crack with significant vertical
displacement on the north side. This crack is at the boundary of detachment in room 204,
the plaster and lath on the north side of the crack are detached from the floor joists, while
the plaster and lath on the south side of the crack are still attached to joists. Finally, in
the northwest comer of room 201, there is an area that has replacement plaster keys
between the partition wall and west fireplace trimmer. The plaster underneath this area
has a large crack that roughly follows the boundar>' of this repair.
There is significant distress and deterioration evident in the plasterwork due to all
three extrinsic factors, the structural condition of the building, interventions to the
building's structure and environmental factors. As with the intrinsic factors, cracking,
detachment and repairs are the major conditions of deterioration exhibited in the
plasterwork, however, staining is an additional condition associated with environmental
factors. Deterioration due to the stmctural condition of the building can be seen with the
number of cracks that correlate to framing members. Considering that any movement of
the framing members will be transferred in some degree to the plaster attached to it. and
that cracks will develop along lines of compression, (perpendicular to lines of tension),
the presence of cracks below joists and the summer beam is indicative of some structural
movement. Summarizing these cracks, on the south side of the summer beam, four run
along joists (J5. J8. JIO and J 14) and one along the beam in the vicinity of the king post
and western diagonal of the truss in the partition wall. On the north side of the summer
beam, again four ran along joists (J4, J7, J9 and Jl 1) and one along the beam starting at
the east cartouche and extending to the east fireplace trimmer, then ranning across the
beam and continuing south along JIO. Four of the above mentioned cracks ran along
joists that are cracked and five are located within the middle span of the ceiling.
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The movement of the joists can be attributed at least in part to the deflection of
the summer beam, a condition which apparently has been long-standing and has had
widespread effects throughout the entire building. A survey completed by Keast and
Hood Co.. structural engineers, in July of 1991 for the Historic Structures Report
concluded that the south wall of room 201. which is located on top of the summer beam,
operates as a load bearing wall receiving load from the attic, third floor and roof through
the third floor joists. In its current condition and with tenons partially withdrawn it was
also concluded that room 201 has virtually no live load capacity. Looking at the dovetail
detail and king post and diagonals connections, it seems likely the truss was not part of
the original construction of the building but rather was a later addition attempting to
compensate for extra load on the partition wall that would contribute to the deflection of
the beam. One possibility is that the truss was installed when the third floor was added in
the mid-nineteenth century because deflection was noted in the beam at that time and it
was realized the third floor addition would be adding even more load to the bearing wall
on the beam. If this was the case, then it may explain why the king post and diagonals
have all pulled out of the beam as it continued to deflect instead of going down with the
beam as would be expected to happen with an original construction detail. Additional
questions regarding the current condition of the partition wall include: what does the
bulge on the north side of the partition wall in line with the western diagonal mean in
relation to the wall being load bearing, continued deflection of the summer beam and
potential structural failure of the wall?
The significant deflection of the summer beam has been cited as the cause of the
large scale detachment of the plasterwork from the floor joists in room 204. Why then.
'*C.N. Timbie. Structural Conditions Notes. July 24. 1995. 1.3 "Original center summer beam was braced
with a light timber truss built within the partition above. The truss has failed and summer beam is sagging
about 6 inches. Sag has caused the thick plaster ceiling to peel away from the joists at the west end (under
hallway)."
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is the large scale detachment localized at the west end of the ceiling and not in the middle
where the greatest deflection is? WTiy is the manner of detachment so different on the
north side of the summer beam where some of the lath are still attached to the joists and
some to the fallen plaster, than on the south side where the entire system of plaster, lath
and nailers all detached from the joists in one intact, complete unit? Is the cornice on the
west wall suspended from the wires that are looped over the detached lath with significant
tension, and what effect has this added weight had on the sagging plaster and the manner
in which the plaster on that side of the beam has detached from the joists? It is obvious
from the above conditions that the west end of the ceiling has been subjected to some
significant trauma the rest of the ceiling has not.
It has been pointed out that lath and plaster ceilings are particularly vulnerable to
damage from vibration. Sources of vibration from the second floor that would effect
the ceiling include foot traffic through the house, and interventions. Removing and
resetting floorboards is one such intervention. The floorboards in room 201 are the
original random width boards, which are known to have been taken up and reset at least
once in the history- of the building for the installation of the levelers and tenon supports.
In rooms 204 and 205, however, the floorboards are modem narrow hardwood boards, 2"
7R
wide by 3/4" thick. There are a number of other variables that are different for the west
end of the ceiling than for the rest of it. The most obvious variable is that the traffic
pattern for the second floor has been concentrated in room 204, the hallway, for the entire
life of the building. Access fi-om both stairuays to all three rooms on the second floor is
through room 204. A major early intervention was the construction of the stairtower on
the west wall. Apparently the entire west wall had bulged out at the center before the
Bernard Fielden. Comenaiion ofHistoric Buildings, (London: Butterworih and Co., 1982) 313.
'*HSR2-16.
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construction of the stairtovver. These two factors could have worked together over the
course of 200 years to significantly weaken the attachment of the plaster ceiling to the
framing system. Work from 1986. with the installation of the steel chamiel running
north/south along the hall, the attachment of the hanger rods to the summer beam and the
building out of the hall wall to cover the truss, is another known intervention which
would produce significant vibration. This intervention, followed by the Designer
Showcase event, could easily have resulted in the detachment of the already weakened
plastervN'ork from the joists and beam. The ceiling could then have slowly continued to
drop over the next ten years, pulled down by its own weight, vibrations from pedestrian
traffic, and possibly the extra weight of the north half of the cornice suspended from it.
The extensive water damage to the east end of the plasterwork as a result of the
broken radiator is obviously an environmental extrinsic factor in the deterioration of the
ceiling. It has also become an intrinsic factor however, because the water saturation has
damaged the material, possibly reducing its strength and cohesion. This is evident in the
development of newly visible cracks since the conditions survey was taken in October,
and the enlargement and connection of existing cracks that have accompanied the
staining. Some amount of water infiltration is still continuing to occur, however, as the
appearance of new water stains on the cornice and ceiling after a recent driving rainstorm
indicates. The vulnerability of both ceilings to water damage is in fact currently very
high due to unsecured windows in rooms 201 and 307. This voilnerability is only
increased by the removal of the floorboards, and for room 101, the removal of the piazza
ceiling which has exposed exterior masonry that has holes and missing mortar.
HSR 2-22. however, the HSR does not identifv the evidence used to make this statement.
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7. FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS
Understanding that the first step towards diagnosis and treatment of any material
is the conditions survey, the goal of this work on the ornamental plaster ceilings of rooms
101 and 205 was to record the amount, degree and type of failure present in the ceilings,
to identify the possible causes of deterioration, and to establish a base record of the
conditions that could be used for future monitoring to track the rate of change over time
of the identified conditions. Through the process and findings of the conditions survey, a
greater understanding of the materials and systems has been gained. With this
knowledge, areas for further investigation can be identified and an evaluation of treatment
options can begin. In this final section, some areas for further investigation have been
recommended as well as some general recommendations, and a preliminary investigation
of treatment options has been started with an initial survey of conservation literature
published on plaster consolidation and reattachment, and paint removal.
7.1 RECOMMENDATIONS
Listed below are some general recommendations and recommendations for further
investigation based on the findings of the conditions survey and deterioration analysis.
-Installation of crack monitoring devices as soon as possible, especially prior to the
beginning of construction on the building to determine if crack movement is cyclical or
progressive.
-Continued restricted access to rooms 201, 202 and 204, remaining aware of the affect the
deflection of framing members and vibrations have on the plasterwork.
-Completion of a comprehensive investigation of the structural condition of the building
and how it directly affects the plaster ceiling in room 101, including: the condition,
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deflection and load capacity of the individual framing members, and load paths,
especially looking at the south walls of rooms 201 and 101.
-Address the water conduction system: where is rain water infiltrating the masonry walls,
unsecured windows, piazza roof, and exposed masonr>' on the east wall.
-Investigate the room 101 west wall cornice where it is suspected to be suspended from
the ceiling lath above to determine the impact of that extra weight on the ceiling.
-Complete the survey of the framing members and plaster key conditions for the room
205 ceiling.
-Further analysis of the paint binders and composition to establish a record of the history
of finishes applied to the ceilings.
-Following the above study, or in conjunction with it, removal of paint to confirm the
extent and severity of the cracking in the plaster.
7.2 TREATMENT OPTIONS
The following is a brief summary of selected published literature and a list of •
citations on the subjects of plaster consolidation and reattachment and paint removal from
plaster. Nonetheless, with the exception of emergency measures, no plaster treatments
should be undertaken until the structural problems which are causing the failure in the
plasterwork ha\e been addressed. Once this has been done, a treatment testing program
based on options provided in the literature below should be designed and implemented.
7.2.1 PLASTER CONSOLIDATION AND REATTACHMENT
Morgan Phillips has lead the field in the research and development of methods for
the reattachment of plaster to lath with acrylic foam adhesives since the 1970s. The
method he has developed and successfully employed over the last twenty years is a viable
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and preferable alternative to other more heaxy handed treatments that obscure the original
lath and plaster keys with an over layer of plaster and mesh.
Fitler. John. "Plaster Imperfect." Traditional Homes 7, no. 4 (January 1991): 91-93.
Ladygo, Andrew. "New Techniques for Restoring Decorative Plasterwork." The
Construction Specifier 41. no. 7 (July 1988): 105-1 12.
Phillips, Morgan W. "Adhesives for the Reattachment of Loose Plaster." APT Journal 12,
no. 2 (1980): 37-63.
Phillips. Morgan W. "Experiences in the Use of Acrylic Plaster Adhesives." Case Studies
in the Conservation of Stone and Wall Paintings: Preprints of the Contributions to the
Bologna Congress. September 21-26 1986. N.S. Brommelle and Perry Smith, eds.
London: International Institute for Conser\'ation of Historic and Artistic Works. 1986.
Phillips, Morgan W. "Alkali-Soluble Acrylic Consolidants for Plaster: A Preliminary
Investigation." Studies in Conservation 32, (1987): 145-152.
Phillips. Morgan W. "Aqueous Acrylic/Epoxy Consolidants." ^/TBu/Zerm 26, no. 2-3
(1995): 68-75.
7.2.2 PAINT REMOVAL
The citations below encompass two types of literature on paint removal from
plaster, removal techniques and information on chemical strippers. The Technical
Advice Note by Historic Scotland and the article by Brian Powell discuss the following
paint removal techniques for plasterwork.
-Machine abrasion, sanding and blasting are not acceptable methods of paint removal
from plaster due to the obvious damage they could cause.
- Heat stripping likewise should not be used because of the fire hazard to the historic
building, the risk of lead poisoning and heat dissipation into the plaster which will drive
water out of the gypsum crystals.
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- Emulsion paints can be broken down using steam and then sponged or lightly scraped
off and size-bound distempers can be washed off with hot water and a sponge or brush.
- Chemical stripping is an option for oil-based paints, but caustic preparations should
never be used because they leave alkaline salt deposits and may not be fully neutralized
causing future plaster deterioration and subsequent finish failure. Solvent-based
removers are effective for removal of paints from plaster, but they have to be used
carefully because they can be harmful to the applicator's health. Precautions should also
always be taken with the removal of the lead based layers.
- Limewashes only need to be removed if they are flaking or failing. This can be done
with warm water containing dilute acetic acid. Shellac and glue sizing layers that have
decomposed often create a cleavage layer when the stronger oil paints above them shrink.
This can greatly aid the removal of the top layers of paint.
The distinct heterogeneous nature of the paint layers on the Belmont ceilings
suggests that different methods of removal sequentially applied may offer the best
controlled results. Removal of the layers of Groups 2 and 3 down to the layers of Group
1 would effectively remove more than half of the accumulated paint build-up and allow
for further study of the condition of the plaster and earlier finishes. A full site testing
program of materials and methods of paint removal should be developed and conducted
in a representative area of the ceiling as the next phase of research. Finish selection and
replication trials should be delayed until the interpretive program of the interior has been
finalized.
Center for Preservation Research. Columbia University. "Testing program for PEEL
AWAY paint removal SYSTEMS 1 and 2: Summary of Investigations." 1987.
Historic Scotland Technical Advice Note 2. "Conservation of Plasterwork." Edinburgh:
Cambreth Allen. 1994.
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"Paint Strippers: Methylene chloride hard to beat." Chemical and Engineering News
(September 25, 1995): 45-47.
Powell. Brian. "Painting Techniques: Surface Preparation and Application." Paint in
America. Washington D.C.: Preservation Press, 1994.
Stagg. William D. and Brian F. Pegg. Plastering: A Craftsman's Encyclopedia. New
York: Crown Publishers. 1976.
Wollbrink. Thomas. "The Composition of Proprietary Paint Strippers." Jozvr^a/ ofthe
American Institute for Consen'ation 32 (1993): 43-57.
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APPENDIX A
Peter Nicholson ( 1 765-1 844). Practical masonry, bricklaying, and plastering, both plain
and ornamental . London: Thomas Kelly, 1847.
Chapter II Of the Materials and Compositions used in Internal Finishing
329.

Putty is used in all finer branches of plastering, as for setting or last coats of
soffits, and for the running of mouldings and cornices. When it is used for mouldings, it
is mixed with plaster of Paris, which induces it to set quickly and become more dense.
336. Stucco, which was used by the old ornament-workers, is prepared in a very peculiar
manner. It has, since the invention of ca.sting ornaments in moulds, almost entirely fallen
into disuse; however, it is but proper here to notice it for the benefit of the curious,
A sufficient quantity of fine putty being procured to complete the portion of work
contemplated, some marble-dust, made very fine, or pounded alabaster, (and in some
cases very fine silver-sand,) must be added, fhis mixture must be well chafed and spread
over a brick-wall, in order to assist the co-operation of the water. After it becomes stiff it
must be taken from the wall, and well chafed with a wooden beater until it becomes
tough; it must then be spread over the wall a second time, and the same process repeated,
viz. chafing it well with the beater until it becomes plastic, when it is fit for use, and may
be applied to the ornamental work after it has been first boasted with lime and hair.
This kind of stucco is sometimes mixed with a small portion of burnt plaster of
Paris, prepared in the manner of lime, instead of being, according to the usual mode,
baked in an oven, which prevents it from setting within 24 hours.
Many specimens of ornament worked with this composition by Durham, who was
a pupil of Catezi's may be seen in many parts of the north of England.
337. Plaster of Paris, as it is commonly called, is the composition on which the plasterer
materially depends for giving the precise form and finish to the decorative part of his
work; by its aid he executes all the ornaments applied to ceilings and cornices, besides
sometimes mixing it with his lime used in the finishing coat of the walls and ceilings of
rooms, in cases of emergency, when time is of material consequence. This composition
is known among chemists, by the several names of sulphate of lime, selenite, and
gypsum.
Chapter IV Operations in plastering, and Modes of performing them.
346. Lathing, which is the method of preparing walls for the reception of plastering,
consists in nailing thin slips of wood, of divers lengths, on ceilings and walls. The nails
used in lathing are of two sorts, viz. wrought and cast-iron: the wrought-iron nails are
much to be preferred. The cast-iron ones may be employed for common purposes, but
cannot be used with any degree of safety, when the joists of the building are composed of
oak. For stoolhed walls or partitions, the lightest or single laths may be used, but to
ceilings, or any description of work requiring strength, double laths ought always to be
applied.
After having determined the size of the ceiling, or walls, the laths whose lengths
best suit the spaces between the joists must be chosen, and the nailing ,so managed, that
the joists be as much broken as possible, as paying attention to this will strengthen the
plastering laid thereon by giving it a firmer key of tic.
347. Pricking-up
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349. Two-coat work
350. Floating, is the laying on of the coat of plastering (on all work intended to be well
finished) immediately following the pricking-up coat. In floating ceilings the following
directions must be observed: -
The pricking-up coat being sufficiently dry. and the projection of the cornice
ascertained from the drawings, and marked on the ceiling, a screed must be formed about
8" wide at this projection, perfectly straight and level. I'his is effected by driving in a nail
at the projection of the cornice, allowing it to protrude sufficiently from the pricking-up
coat to allow the usual thickness of fioating. which is generally about 1/2". a convenient
level being then procured, another nail is put in at its extremity and adjusted until it
exactly coincides with the first nail. This process being followed up all round the ceiling,
other nails are put in directly opposite to those already mentioned, and about seven or
eight inches from them, being at right-angles from the walls, and made exactly level with
the former ones, by the assistance of a small triangle. A portion of course stuff must then
be applied between the nails, and with a short fioat bearing on the two nails made
perfectly straight, which forms what the plasterer terms a dot. These dots are formed at
each length of the level, which is commonly 10 or 12 feet. When the dots are sufficiently
set, the spaces between them are filled up flush with course stuff and finished with the
floating-rule, which must be about two feet longer than the level, so that it may bear well
on each of the dots. This being finished, it forms a perfect screed round the whole of the
ceiling, and serves as a guide in the floating of the inner part of the room, which being
set, the spaces between them are filled up flush, and made even with the face of the
screeds.
The floating is thus finished, by applying the floating-rule on the screeds and
moving it backwards and forward until the whole of the floating is completely level with
them. The ceiling is then gone over with the hand-float, making good any deficiencies
that may appear in the floating, by adding a little soft stuff, until the whole is a perfectly
smooth and compact mass.
351
.
Setting. -After the floating has remained until it be quite firm and solid, which
requires it to be nearly half dry, it is covered with a thin coat of putty (mixed with a little
fine sand, and sometimes a little white hair.) called setting. In cases of emergency, the
putty is gauged in small quantities at a time, by adding to it about 1/3 of plaster of Paris,
which causes it to set more quickly. Ihe floated work must not be allowed to get too dry
before the setting is applied to it. otherwise there is a probability of it cracking and
eventually peeling off. thus giving the ceiling an unsightly appearance. But cracks in
ceilings may arise from the laths being too weak, or from too much plaster being laid on.
or from strong laths and too little plastering. Floated work, executed by a judicious
workman, the materials being good, and the lathing properly attended to. no fears need be
entertained of its cracking without the shrinkage of timbers.
367. Working Ornament by Hand. The forming of ornaments of every description in
their proper places, by means of suitable tools, commonly called "Hand Ornament
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working." is at the present day but partialy practised, having been, in a great measure,
superseded by the invention of cast-work; but, not withstanding, we think it necessary to
advert to it. hi working ornament, according to the mothod practised by the old ItaHan
stucco-workers, it is necessary, in the first place, to draw the design of the ornaments,
either in the cove or what ever situation they are intended to fill; the foliage, shields,
trophies, fruit, tlowcrs. or whatever it may be, must then be boasted, or got out in the
rough, with gauged (Inc stuff, which is afterwards followed up by a thin coat of the kind
of stucco, which we have described in our account of materials, under the head of
"Ornamental Stucco." which must be worked into the proper shape, and finally finished
with the assistance of small steel tools of various sizes and patterns.
When the ornaments are intended to have a great emboss or projection from the
ground, long nails, with tarred-twine twisted round them, for the purpose of making the
stuff adhere more closely, must be driven into the timbers; and in the formation of
festoons of flowers, &c., which are to hang completely clear, it will be necessary to attach
copper wire of sufficient length to the plain surface of the work, which must be bent to
the particular shape, and placed in positions that will not interfere with the design of the
work when viewed from the floor.
The manner of giving the embellishments a boldness proportionate to the height
of the rooms in which they are executed, can be attained by practice and shrewd
observations alone; but a knowledge of drawing, and a facility in sketching, will be found
of great assistance in the acquirement of this department of ornamental plastering.
Enriched moldings in cornices, prior to the invention of cast-work, were also
worked in their situations by filling the spaces left them with soft stucco, on which was
pressed a reverse leaden mould, which left the impression of the ornament, this
impression being afterwards cleaned up with steel tools.
368. Modelling. The whole of the ornaments cast in plaster of Paris are previously
modelled in clay, which method, as we have before stated, has of late years almost
entirely supplanted the process of working the ornaments in their places by hand
369. Moulding Ornaments. There are two methods of moulding practised by plasterers,
viz. moulding in wax, and moulding in plaster. . . .
370. Moulding in Plaster.
371
.
Casting in Plaster.
372. Fixing Ornaments. When the enrichments about to be fixed are small in size, they
may be fixed in the grooves or indents prepared for them with putty well gauged with
plaster; but when the ornaments are of a weighty description, it becomes necessary to use
fine stuff, and to cut away the plain surface of the work as far as the lathing. The place.
so cut away, is then filled with gauged fine stuff, and the cast being well scratched on the
back in the form of a dove tail, must afso have a portion of fine stulT laid on it when it is
placed in its proper position, and pressed to the work, so that they may both incorporate.
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When the ornaments are extremely heavy, such as coats of arms and shields, in
addition to the above mode, it is indispensably necessary to have recourse to large screws,
which must pass through the cast-work into the timbers.
Chapter VI An Explanation of the Terms, and Description of Tools used in
Plastering.
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APPENDIX B
Materials Characterization Data.
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-^zsy -7/4
Yd I ova;
Color: Wgt: (^. 7f^4 I Wgt %-3>9.\l%
Grain shape: S^\D-rbuJ«Aj So^W^guU^. g^^o, UrU^'jL
Minerology: Q^osVrL, 'b;oV^U, f^u^.^Coori^
Sieve analysis: Screen
8
16
30
50
100
pan
% Retained
ASSESSMENT
Mortar type: L 1 rn g. - S(Xo>(i
Fines:Acid Soluble:Aggregate: \'. ^ .' 2_ o^ W^ i_^ki~
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ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
MORTAR ANALYSIS
Project/Site: ^e\ f^r,A i^(XAjSiO/\
Location: V]e^F^\rrAn<AAT Tar\A / V U \c^
Analysis performed by: A^ N\i^ C<5 It 'X--\JtS
Date sampled:
Date analyzed: ^~)|~96
DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE SAMPLE No. S\C^j\)
Type/Location:U,OU(an (U?A ^\<KSVe.r-V^tr/\a<}iA \€>r SCo^\6,'i '\a \r^s\^HKr>Or\
Surface appearance: j-j^M bro(A)rv f 1^ i^''""
"*
orcvK^t^g. 4 cA.g'^Vs V)n?oo/^ Sg-'^L r^^co< , (^»^'>>A<)^\ WiP, 11 K't. WV^VlSCross section:
Color: IQVR §'/3 \^ Ih ^^'^H P^\^ V^ro^A^
Hardness: V-^'T^ W (s.'T^
Texture: (A^dK^m Coa^nse
Gross Wgt: 2-5. "7 ^ g^
COMPONENTS
Fines:
I.SV 7/i, Ve//^>o
Color: (oy(^ t,/^ Wert: 3 . 70c Wgt %:\c,57%
Organic Matter. cKai/vi< 1^ no^vr
Composition: ^AlC<K( C-Va^'-j
Acid soluble fraction:
Aggregate:
Color: Merx| p<^\tNDrc)W,
P(x\^MdlouO
Wgt: .11
Desc. of reaction:
Wgt%: V6.7(^%
Filtrate color: ^el/ouy
Composition; \_ > v^ ^
Color:
I
Wgt:($',?S3 Wgt %37.^7^
Grain shape: S'^^' fo^^'\^e^ , su!b-a/->guJ»'~^<x.Aai*.Ur, W>->'i>vfc/"
MiInerology: Qlu^rfz:. f^^S.Co\J'K; b'O'^'-t-e
Sieve analysis: Screen
8
16
30
50
100
pan
% Retained
3.10%
-50.01%
4' 7. 32%
ASSESSMENT
Mortar type: 1 irv^e,- Sc\>^<:>
_^_,__
Fines:Acid Soluble:Aggregate: j '. 3- "^^ '^H ^C''<^'\"V
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ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
MORTAR ANALYSIS
Project/Site: "SeT^V tA (Kv\S, I r\
Location: U^S>V VTMr,^Q^Ay^-V V txrVN Date sampled:
Analysis performed by: /\: r^H Co 1^ "XveS Date analyzed: ^~-l]~'^h
DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE SAMPLE No. Q,] (^IZ^
Type/Location: y^tj^,cj,\^ Cqq}- pW^-Ver- Re/v^o^;<:^ ^^ ScJ^o\(^^r,a( \ t\z\(>S\a\:on
^
Surface appearance: L4Q>V\V \^rO\jJy\ P 1 a.S.'Ver
Cress section:
Colcr: l0%-^/3\ol/H Vtn ?^\cW^n Texture: ^^e^|avv^ Oc^rSC
Hardness: V-tr^ IVc^rtX Gross Wgt: ZG. (^^ 2.
COMPONENTS
Color: jgy^ ly/tyFines: Wgt: 3- 6(^^ Wgt °/o:l3.^^^
Organic Matter: q,nirrig^\ U^JP
Composition: rAiCcK; Cl^'^
Acid soluble fraction; Wgt: //. M.
ViaofiM^
Desc. Of reaction:
^Jg-f^v:^^
Wgt %: ^3. 3 7%
Filtrate color: Yt|l(JuJ
Composition: L\po€^
Aggregate: Color: Wgt:
I
1.5 H^ Wgt%:^3.<?^,
Grain shape:
^^X- ^p^^^^, S^~o.r^
Minerology: Q^m)Az,, V^^CO^'^U j b i ^V, Ic
Sieve analysis: Screen
8
16
30
50
100
pan
% Retained
oTf%
0- ?Mo±
ASSESSMENT
Mortar type: L< KV\e ' S^CKi-^^
nnes:Acid Soluble:Aggregate: 1 ' 3, 2. ^ ^' Z. CA W^ml^'
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ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
MORTAR ANALYSIS
Project/Site: OeA^ot^-V \^<kr\<,\or\
Location: Vlesf^vrmoiAAJ ^»rK< PUJcx Date sampled;
Analysis performed by: /VrA^^ Col^ "H^CS Date analyzed: ^]'\~J-'^^
DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE SAMPLE No. S \ (#^)
Type/Location: \^P^^3K'PUsfer-ftfrv^f?\J<LA W ^C^felrl-Aft ins-UlUliPn
Surface appearance: HnC CW\kM WKi4C
Cross section: He rv\oyno9aS vJ\"iV€.-}-0 <)\f -vjKiTt \AirH^ OL^W fAiY^or \/^c\^S)or\S
Color: Kjq.S Vkifc Texture : R1 AC
Hardness: rW/^A Gross Wgt: . ^ 3 ^
COMPONENTS
Fines: ^\o>+ o^ "Vke Cf\ec.
c^f pe^r -1-0 Ve. CoAVAi.h^is
7L4- v>J(v^ V erW ^cMTi Vo
Color: Wgt: g 13^ I Wgt %:/^^^
Organic Matter:
Composition:
Acid soluble iraction: Wgt: 0^309^
Desc. of reaction: g^^v;^^
VVgt%: (gb%
Filtrate color:
'^cIIoiaJ
Composition: L-\rv\6
Aggregate: Color: V/gt: Wgt %
Grain sfiape:
Minerology:
Sieve analysis: Screen
8
16
30
50
100
pan
% Retained
ASSESSMENT
Mortar type: u ^v^(f,
Fines:Acid Soluble:Aggregate:
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ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION l_ABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
MORTAR ANALYSIS
Project/Site: £)e\(v^pr^t VA.\(Kr\£.i6 n
Location: Viest Voi^f r^^>. r,^ ^IkrV. . ? k.\<2<_ Date sampled:
Analysis performed by: /\ f^^ Q?k XvC^ Date analyzed: ^'l"]-^^
DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE SAMPLE No. S3 6^"^)
Type/Location: Pv f^^, ^^ PKsftr - ^^novi< A ^r SCo^r)\krA \hS.Vll <^Vior>
Surface appearance: \^{f\t. dr\A^ V)W|-l-c
Cross section: Wo fvx;;^^^^^^;^ vjJViVc ^t) o^f-vjVi-k IaJ.4\ Vl>J rv^i''A^>r i^nclMSi^AS
Color: Kl q,5- UW.k Texture: ^^p
Hardness: V\ (xr^ Gross Wgt: / Q3 ^
COMPONENTS
Fines: \Aos\ 0^ tkt ^[r^iS
V£V5 V<-rv Vw^ ^ 5«fWt,
Color; Wgt: (9./^^ I v/gt%:/3-^^
Organic Matter:
Composition:
Acid soluble fraction: Wgt: Q.^^^
Desc. of reaction:
^q^^^^q^
VVct%: SLH%
Filtrate color:
^t]]r)^
Composition: \_^ y>\0
Aggregate: Color: -Vat: V/gt %:
Grain shape:
Minerology:
Sieve analysis: Screen
8
16
30
50
100
pan
% Retained
ASSESSMENT
Mortar t^'pe: uI'^e.
Fines:Acid Soluble:Aggregate:
100



X-RnS': 0-20 keU Ni ndow :
Live: 60 s Preset: 60s Remaining!
Real: 72s ]?'/: Dead
UTN
Os
^iiiiiililiMiihiiiiiiji
2.543 keU
FS= SK ch 137=
MEM l: BELMONT SAMPLE Si
102

X-RflV: 0-20 keU Ni ndow :
Live: 60 5 Preset: 60 s Remaining:
Real: 7Ss 23^i Dead
UTW
Os
C
liliinL AuA
^
fl s P s
I i
il i?r^l;«iM^li:i;Mininilllllli:::iilM;iilliir:illMiiliiMiMMiniiiii M l!nnlM;i»irilli:TmTnl!il
< -.0 2.543 keU
FS= 16K ch 137=
MEN 1: BELMONT SflNPLE SZ RREfl 1
5.1 >
340 cts
103

X-RnV:
Live:
Real:
.
n?v
0-20 keU
60s Preset:
ut? S
"7TV
Ni ndow : UTW
60 s Rema i n i ng: Os
Dead
^ -.0 2,543 keU
FS= 32K ch 137=
MEN 1: BELMONT SAMPLE S2. PREH 2
5.1 >
583 cts
104

X-RnV:

X-RnV: - 20 keU Ni ndow :
Li we: 60 5 Preset: 60s Remaining:
Real: /^s 21"; Dead
UTN
Os
S C
1
T T
4.343 keU 9.5 >
FS= SK ch 227= 196 cts
NEM1:BELNQMT SRMPLE 2S1 **4 MRTRIX
106

X-RRV: 0-20 keU Window :
Live: bOs Preset: 60s Remaining!
Real: 77s 22;-i Dead
h
UTW
Os
3 S
ITMlllNIIMhuHllllJ!!!!
C [(
I
^''''"""^'""-
T T F P
4.343 keU q 5 >
f^S= 16K ch 227= 203"" cts
MEtll ;,g£LHQrJT a^^4PLE 2 SI ^1 Kl^:^
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X-RRV: 0-20 keU Nindow : UTN
Live: 60s Preset: 60 s Remaining: Os
Real: 765 ^^}i Dead
FS= 3K
4.733 keU
;; ch 249=
MEM1:BELNQrJT SRMPIE SSI ^] Nf-j flRTp^^
9.9 >
171 cts
108

X-RnV: 0-20 keU Nindow : UTN
Li'.^e: 60s Preset: 60s Remaining: Os
Real: 755 2UX Dead
:miif^nii!i
< .2 2.7H3 keU
FS= 16K ch 147=
MEN1 sBELMQMT SRMPLE SS
5.3 >
332 cts
109

X-RnV:
Live:
Real:
0-20 keU Ni ndow : UTN
6O5 Preset: 60 5 Remaining: Os
71s ]5'/. Dead
nillMIIIIIIIII!lllll!!IIIIIWT>fTmr:<'TTMV:'
< .2
FS= 3K ch 147= 265
MEN1:BELNQMT SAMPLE S5 (PLASTER)
2,743 keU 5.3 >
cts

X-RnV:
Live:
Real:
0-20 keU Ni ndow :
60s Preset: 60s Remaining!
26/;: Dead
UTN
31s
Os
il,illl:illlWlr!lll!l!!ll,ll.ll!ll'
riiii
J MMllliH
< .1 2.663 keU
FS= 16K ch 143= 301
MEN 1: BELMONT SRNPLE RN 201 KEV
5.2 >
cts
III

Paint Sample S3
Digital X-Ray Map
BE I
1000.000 m
1 >
^-i:
^ 1000.000 m
12

Paint Sample S3
Digital X-Ray Map

Paint Sample S3
Digital X-Ray Map
1000.000 um
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Paint Sample S3
Digital X-Ray Map
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